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ABSTRACT . --, 
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e·:.' n,1 s thesis. studies the' cri ticiSll ~ vi tten ·-since 1944 that .deals . .,.. 
.,, 
- ~ .. . 
. 
_ ·w1th Henry- James•s short story "The Jolly Ccrnero 11 In analyzing the 
criticism, three main areas ot-discussien are covered: the tale as an 
. ( 
-a11tobiographical presentation et -James' s -attitudes and experi.enc~s I , an \, ." 
. 
- ----· . ·-- -·-···· 
au.'to~iographica.;i - Fr911d:ian study of Henry J~es, as revealed through -...;·: '. <. f .. 
. •';>,. 
-- ---···---
_ .. --'-·-·-·- . the protagonist, Spencer· Brydon; am the technique ·.James uti J-1 zed in "~- --·· 
' . 
. 
' writing the tale -•s a deliber-.te •ghost• story, centering .~ a man dis- · · 
. 
COYeri.ng bis tru.e self. · ·_··----
--- .... _ 
· 1he coniJlct of culture betweJi Biirope--1m1~ca is one of the 
major areas of criticism. Since i~ is obvi~ that ~:;;··~ 1nfluenceci 
' 
! by his· experiences and at t1mes used them in~ for his stories or_ .,,:· 
novels, there is a c,rtain accuracy in sOllle critics• statements that '\('), 
there is a paraJJel to James's li~e in "The Jolq Corner." However, in •, 
. 
. sta.d;ying the tale, it appears that there is o~ a suggestion of-,"Ja.es•s 
---] 1 f e in the story- and:that aey life parallels and Freudian studies_ot 
• 
· Henry James (Spencer Brydon) trying to rid-himself of an American 
. 
. 
-. · innuence do not hold up to close exams·nation. Instead, the master., 0£· Ii' 
Jame~•s ·teclurlque becaes evident in bis d~cio:i.ption of Spencer Brydon / 
. 
' 
' 
. 
. 
·•J;;::,.,.,_,,.fh. ·:: _· '. 
. as -a man -in search o'r himself after a usetle'ss lire. 
. ... ~!:..----
The _fend nine ~aracter Alice -S~verton has also been a puzzling 
. ) - .. .. ~---~-~ - - ----figure of· the_ critics. Most criticism dwells on Al.ice's ·raithfulness- · 
.. 
· ·am her maternal quaJities; howaver some critics have attempted to create-
... 
• 
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.. 
/· 
/ 
~ ,. - -• '_• ' I • a. new role• ~or mce, as being ·i,,1118] aot.Jter-lever s)'Ji~l\_ or• as the 
- .-:.-:, 
.. 
•I 
\ . ~ 
. I 
_,.::: 
··:--. 
I 
. 
.. 
: integrative force in a DloD1'sian ey-cle of sacrifice. :What is ult1•ateq-.. 
• • . . . ;, L - ' 
' 
. - . ' ,, . 
. 
revealed by Jalf1es -~is that· Alice .has become so much a part of Spencer ---
. ...... 
~ Brydon'tS l1fe that she can; forsee what will happen ~ 'him _because of 
. - ... 
- - - :_,. 
.. ,.. ~ 
l 
,r: . - .... f < 
. ld.s actions am' statem.ents''-'when he is with he:r •.. In this sense, she ·is 
. .... . 
.' 'i ,· . i~ 
. , ' r 
i 
. 
- ' 
· :capable of' '~dreaming" of the gb.ost··as Br.Ydon is "Viewing it, a.rd she / 
eomes to his aid. 
· ,. · 
' •. 
')' j 
---
. 
. . 
. ____ , . .__ -----. - .. -.~~,·~-----
-~-------T.b.e ghost i'b,leU hd created a nnwber- ot ·specula.tive ·studies bJ 
' -
. 
. 
scholars.·_ Since there·was so much·critiQal contlict over the intel'pre-
. 
. 
.... . .,., . · ~ons of the ghost, a closer stuq was necessar,y to · ei th~ . clear up · · 
. . 
~ 
. 
--- .---"-
-- the ·contusion or to ascertain who had a!laqZed. the· story 11cl,1{ accaratel.1" •. 
-·· 
• 4 ·, 
Both AJ1ce and Spencer recognize the ghost as th.e reaJ: Spencer Bt-ydon, 
. " 
- -
- 14h:1ch means that this is- probab:q just what James in~med~ Why" th.en 
.. ~ ~ is there so Jlli.ch._dif~erence in critical~ opinion? It stems from James's 
• 
• 1-iJ/""-- -
-~- use ot the ~ge and also· from· his ·very vagwie am eerie" discription 
\ ·,.f -,..: 
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- - - - -- ... 
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of' th~ ghos~~- What most critic~. have .done is read the description or· 
... • iii . 
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---~---------------------- • -·--·-~-------) 
'(! .. 
the· ghost.belie~ that it is, in fact, some. other aspect· of Spencer 
,-.,, 
Brydon, wen .it ~s··· merely -a reflection of tli• real Spen~er Brydon. With 
' 
. . 
-· •, 
'll . 
thj S thought µl m:i?¥i t the . story then ends on a n~te of . self e=&Cceptanca, 
-~. 
I . . 
. ~- wll ~s· a start ot a new life_ for ~P,ncer ~don am Allee S~verton •. 
' 
- , : . 
-... •, 1, ... •'" -~ ':/ 
.The pro't?lem ,in· mo#ft_ stud:Jes of HeJiey Jam.es•s· stories is to separa~ \ . , . . . .. . . - __ -:___ -~- . . . .':-~.r I ., 
-. 
- ·-----~---~tact r~~ fiction~ and this,, is ~at some critics have f~iJed to -do. To . 
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... :; 
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~~ · read: Henry James, one lllllSt -keep· his technique in mlnd - a te_cbn:1.que rthat - --~-- - . -· ,-• 1 '•• I 
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-µeludes lite· experience,· as ...U . as _ fic~onal ideas. · Th~s, the writing· 
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~ ~-et James is ··that- ot a ma:a···•o st11d,es-11te _!Im then., lltilises it to his 
artistic advantage. 
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THE CONFLICT or· cm,TlJD: EUROPE VS. AMB:RICJ. 
'. 
- .• 
,. 
· · Hel117 James's story "The Jol.Jt Corner" ·has been "'the object ot ~· 
. criticism since 1945. The tale has 'been :ipterpreted as an autobio-
graphical aceount of a ·.,,~hildhood dream, as well as a revelation of 
James•s···attitudes tol!ard ---~odern" America, specifically, American 
business. Other inte11)Ntations combine the autobiographical material. 
- -~ • • ,.J, - • 
• 
·· · -~· with a psychoanalytical app~ach~~,.~sulting in a ~udian study or He!ll'Y" 
.,. 
\ 
\ 
.,...... tr 
:_•..r, . 
_James, the inane··. ~, there are those- interpretations de-al1ng ·nth 
1\-
the' story itself and···James\s te~que. It is this aspect or criticiSll-
,.'\: 
. ' 
' " tha\ w:iJJ be developed heree other ideas ani theories will be studied . 
. ·•I . 
and criticized, but the body or the thesis concerns the ,,t,al~, one of 
- .. ~ . ' .. , 
Jam.e$1 S most difficult and most intriguing •. 
• ;,,•·•'ti, 
-The_paper is divided into fo~· areas of disoussion, beginning with 
the conflict of ·culture beMen Europe and America. Spencer Brydon 
epitomizes tb1s confilct through his two houses; one of them is.old, 
. ··-. 
holdjng memories· for Brydon of the elegant past, which is what Barope 
. . 
' . 
- ---- ----- --· 
\ ...• 
, 
------------- -· -- ----symbolizes fer bjm, and the other house is in the process or being ---=.------ -- - ··- .... ' 
-· .. remodeled and madernized, which brings· out in Brydon a latent -aptitude 
for ~siness. His search for the past (the old) while being involved 
. -·--~~---,-------,-j . '. 
. . in the present (the new):·"becomas a source of confusion wi.thin himsei:r ,: 
•·;. 
· - tinal]7 leading to "confrontation" with the "pa.st" in the· old house. 
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1 · : · .. ~ -.sta'ftl"ton. , Her role has been· gi van ure attention- in rec,&nt cri tioisa 
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. · .:._ -and there is some. questio~- about -what she represents. In some vqs s~e 
\~ . acts as a mother-image to Brydon and is s~nsitiva· to· his thoughts. :In. · ... :,~ ......... _, .. , \. 
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other wqs she is more l j k~ a lover, a f aet that J -,es JlleDtions in the · ·· · ., 
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. , I 
. . . 
·' 
' begirming of .the story. _ In this capacity, she .. acts as a "confidante• 
:. . a 
!",:" 
to Brydon an;! is there when he :· needs her. James has-~ interwoven the two 
aspects or ,her personality into a character who. is -~teJJ1gent and yet. 
· rema1 ns a ·rem:1 nine :;ymbol. 
The tb:lrd division-concerns the house, the beast and·the search as I 
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symbols of\ discovery for Br,do?l. . A.gain there "'is a . contll-ct. of -schola?'l.1° 
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opi:riion centering otiwhat James meant by placing such emphasis on these 
'<•----. ...;. 
things. The buildup ,of suspense in this section of the tale is designed 
. . 
. I_...-,, . 
to bring the reader into Beydon's m1nd, and thjs is done very· success-
ful.11". It is ~o a revelation of Jamesian technique ·in writing. 
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Brydon' s confronta~on ·wl. tt,. the ghost concludes the discussion . of\;· , 
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,._ ·, 
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the~ story. The ghost itself has been- interpreted in as many wqs ~,. 
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. . I" ~ . ~ 
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. ,.,. . . there are possible-.\ It is in .. tbis area cf discussion that}some critics 
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-. · _ _' ··have read, too much into James•s lit~ and thoughts., It is· a culmination . 
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or a_complex tale .or ·terror~ ._self~scoverjr, ·and James has ach:ieved , 
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.. a.,c·,with word meaning. Pe~ps this is lffiy ®a.ch critic beli$VGS that his 
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·---·--- -~~-· · ~te?'pretation is the real ans_~r to ~t James was impcy:1.ng.·--:- !t~-is the .. 
. story itself that pro~s James•s·mas.ter., as a writer., and- it is the ~tor,-
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.,. -".ot_ the- short stories Henry' James wrote,··-"The .. -~olly Corner" is OD~. 
-.· of: the most ~zzling · and intriguing, mai~ because of James• s develop..· 
--~-'--- ----- -,)•--~·--
_ ~•ent· or the protagonist, Spe~cer Brydon. Since he _has been interpreted· 
in r ~ii it is ll®CSSSaJ:',f to S~ ~ese in'tetp!'epa.tions to C()JllG to . 
a conclusion· as- to who or what Spencer Brydon really is. One ot the· 
• ~ . I 
· first· points James mak~s. in the sto.~ .is that SJ)8ncer Brydon notices the 
·-·~_..,,.,._"·· • ·r--- • 
. . ' 
. ,,........ . 
' . djfferenee between ;he Am.erica he remembers~a:nd the America he-.-has 
. returned to-. ~ ames al.so contrasts the opposing cultures or Europe am -~ 
Aller-tea, thus establishing a base for the craa~;on of his· tale~ This 
~ 
. 
contrast of,, civilizations ha~ :become the basis for several critical 
arguments since 1945. In exploring the story, various critics _have 
_formed interesting, and sometimes strange opinions of James•s intent 
_,'' 
when writing it. The main argument is whether this story can qualify 1 
as a para] j el to James' s Ji re or J)()rtions of it. 
I • I 
· Upon his return to Allerica after thirty-three years or ·self- - ' 
isolation, Spencer Brydon is confronted by a country that he no longer 
recognizes. The innovations a.rd symbols of progress disturb bim and 
lead- to a confilct between past and. present. James embodies the 4 
--------- ----·--·---------·· -------·-·-·--·-------·-- . . -···· --
r 
, '- ----- · ---and present in the fornls of two-old houses th~t Brydon inherits. From -
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;1 his description of these two dwJJ1ngs ~- _their effect on Brydon, the 
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the midd1e or the street •two bristling blocks·westward" ard is "in the 
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• I ., 1 • 
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. c~se of reconstruction as a tall mass or fiats • .,1 :tt is "not quite -
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.,··, so 'good'" (p • .546) as the other· ho~se, but :tt has one a~tribute whic~ - · ~- · 
is· puzzl"l.ng a¢ intriguing to Brydon. . He -has discoveFed, with ast.onish- - . _ 
·-
·! '(~ . 
.. ~ . 
-~. 
; . 
. . 
' 
. ment, that 1he ha~ a natural ability for business., and.he cannot quite_ 
. ,,- ~.. . ( ,. ' . . ~ . . 
. . . 
-L 
determine . "what to make of .. this lively stir, in a comparl.merit of his 
. . 
• 
mind- never yet penetrated" (p. ,546). This sudden discovery of a new 
. .... 
capacity in himsel.f leads Brydon to speculate .what his· "Form" --!llight h~ve 
0:.' 
. 
. 
been and, ·thus, J a.mes ~ets up ·the story-. · Even theugh the construction 
- on the house .. ,. is considered "vulgar" Old "sordid", Spencer is· ·constantly 
., on the scene "overseeing" the work. He molds t)le aptitudes for business 
and construction in his mind until they bec·ome "virt-qes" which "amuse" 
.. 
' . 
and "charm" him. He even refers to them as having "slept the sleep·of_ 
' 
- the ju.st"- (p. __ .546). It should be enoted a the idea or "co1'!~tm.ents" 
already refers· to his mini, an ·unexplored _se.- tio at that. · This· reference 
. . 
is later emp1oyed when· Brydon begins his noct. , explorations. 
-In _contrast to all ~he construction and activity at the western 
house is the hou~e on the "jol.:cy corner"· or the eastern house. This 
. "great gaunt shell" holds many childhood memories, for Brydon. Signifi-
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- .. --· ----· ···---·- -- . ·--. --···-----·- - -- -. - -- - ea~tly, .the house · is located~ on the eastward ~o:r,i~r, "the _, jolly' one 
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. ··-·-----....-·-····-·--·--·-·-----.-·-- - ...---·- . ___ ___._ _______ ........ '. 
·· precise].y'' (p. 549) or an intersection. One of ·the streets forming the 
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._,·~,--------· intersec~ton is now "dishonoured and disfigured·.1n its westward reaches" 
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-- . -- --___ -:--.~~~----- - (p~,·.,, .549), but it is saved by the other, the Avenue, which stiJJ lays 
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mind, a division of feeling. The house itse~ is _vacant with nothing ·_ 
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_.. _ renovation of it ... He J)rOtesses that-there are •values other than tbe · ,.- -
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things [rooms,: silyer-pla~ _doorknobs, mahogany doors) represented" 
.. .,. .. 
-
ard "the impa1pable ashes of his long-extinct· youth,---afloat in the veey 
. ' 
: ·· air like microscopic motes" (p. · 5.52). On -emtrging from the hous~ · to 
.CJil . . .. ' 
" .. 
• .. ·r- • 
-~ : the ~treet, Spencer is J:'e!Dinded,.· of- ''the ·assault_ of __ the outer light ofr.-_ -· . _-
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_the Desert on tbe traveller emerging fro~_ an Egypt_~~ _tomb" .. (p. · 553)·, -
~ ~ 
again relating/the house to the past, the ~ead past~ I 
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· Through ·all the scenes and descriptions or the _two houses, Spencer's 
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egotistical. attitude 2 is developed mo!'e fully". He is "secre~ agitat.4_" ~--
;· . ' . ' . ~ ..... 
by his desire to make money and to get _invo1v~ .. in business, which would 
- ' -, . 
- ~ 
. . ·\- -~ . 
1wnediately pl:unge _bjm into· the modern·world he so despises; ·sofp.e 
clings to the past in the form of the· house on "the ~0111' corner.• 
. . -, -
' he gets involved in this "ne"ir" world, he' beco•es more introspective am if.,_,.--
. poiders the errect .- of -the. new experience on his life. . ' .. 
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.. ,., "If'; 
. ; - ..:=_ ...... . - --:-;. - or -the_ many critical views or thts story, one of . the most prominent -, ~- · ·_ · 
. , ... 
· and frequently discussed analy~es is that -of Saul Rosenwig (1944) • .... _,-,..,,.., .. " •· ,· ...... -... 
" 
il'ijiough he.does deal more with other aspecjts of the s~ry,-he.makes an 
. -- . 
interesting, ·1r rather unusual comment _on the European-American· experience 
. 
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iii·the tale. Throughout his Freud~an. an~sis Mr@ Rosenwig attempts to 
---··-···"~--- . . -------·· ·- . 
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-based on a tenuous connection between one or James's earliest stories 
~ - .--, .. ,,,~~..._,,,,,-, 
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. ~--. ~ . 
. ..... ~ 
---------------= -~----("The Story of a Year"), James's life in America, and "The Jolly Corner," 
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· written after the last ·rlsit to America•in 1904-05. For Mr. Rosemdg, 
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-- ._ ~ - _ -_ - • -- the v1S1t to J:n~'" V&S-~he resu1~ ~~ mi imp~e b,- Jama!.·~ •repair, -
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if possible, the injury· atld to complete the unfinishe4 eJql8rience .. of 
J 
' 
. 
. . ' ' 
. : 
' 
. 
· bis youth. He was, as it were, haunted by the ghost or bis own pa.st J·· 
~ 
. 
and of.this he wished to dj.sabuse his·mind before acttJaJ~death over~ 
: ,;:;. 
toQk him."2 lie believes that an early injury to James•s back 'Wd; 
significant factor-in his leaving the ~ted States, s~nce it kept him 
from fighting·-in the Civil ~~. He s~tes that Brydon's return to 
. '_. ' ,,~-:,.-.. ~-
-
-·· .. 
.Ameri9a is to "confront his former seJ.r,"3 just as he presumes James ' - . . '""·. 
. 
, 
.~; did on his 1964 ·visit.. "There is thus represented here not mere:cy ·a . · .. 
···- -
~ 
. 
- . . •·'.·-~, - .. -· .'.. _:_ .... -· -· ' . 
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• old barriers and pass beyond. them. n4 This analogy of -life, to story is 
. possible, but it is doubtful that James•s· life paralleled this story.· 
~' 
Ce~ the American visit must have in:f1uenced.bim; ·but to ass~e 
• C 'Ju 
.. that he icame. bac~ ·to exorcise a ghost, and that this idea had obsessed 
"' 
. I ; 
' 
- l .. 
' b:1• so throughout his life that he expressed the same idea in his first··· 
and in one of his last s·tories, seems faulty. It. is hard ta believe,. 
as Mr. "Rosenug does, that "neurotic repression fajled to yield, aul . . 
. 
~ 
. a severe nervous depression that expressed his Gram~s'~ sense of defeat . 
. 
.,· 
ensued. ,~5 Mr. Rosenwig's theories will be_ disaussed -at more lengtl},. . , 
4ter, but his·-idea on.the life-story parallel has· become the basis tor ·· · 
. ' 
... ---
.. some interesting speculations on just what James's intent was when.this 
' . 
. story was -written. and,. on hf?!. mu~.-- or -the . st,or.r ~. ~'1,to~iographical 'and --~ ~ -------. ··- ·-. ------·- --·- --------~------·-··· .. 
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- In bis.,.. biography of James, Leon F,del (19 5J) l 1 riks the life of 
! . 
"-- Jam.~s to. "The JoJ..4, Corner,"· but he does ·not view it in the same light 
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~: ,., ,• " ~- as· Rosenwig. · His Tiew is that Jam.es I always had a "fear•• of the paist ~ 
.-, . - . ';- ·-----.... -- . ,, ' 
and that it is.this .he reveals in his -~tory. To Fdel ·11Jai1es•s cherish-l 
. ' ,. 
' ' 
.ing of the old was .also a merging of the philtres or love and fear. 
' . 
· The past conJ d. inspire and · it could also frighten. . It seemed so . 
- " . 
. ,. 
' 
· ecmplet~ dead and safe and secve - but was it 1..6 Edel believes 'that 
James wove this combination or re·verence by using this combination ot 
. 
. 
i 
~verence- and rear of the past into ·. the context or his. tale'. i' Her,, . 
~ . ' 
-
·then,· would be James the writer incorporating' his feelings into·;· the. · 
story, bat not_ revealing a neurotic sense of gnl.lt and rnstration 
. -. ' 
. 0 -, 
"'.~I f/ • 
toward his cbjJdhood. 
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Robert B,ogers (19.56) 11nks the _story to James•s 11f~~- or, as Mr. 
·Rogers has stated: "Naturally· our· discus·sion~takes its ··orie~tion······· · ····-····-----~---···=···-··-··------·--··· .. ·······--·····---
from ~e semal life of Henry James ·as it is lmolm."7 'Rogers' bases ·. 
tlij·s · theory- on the accident th.at James· had while still a young man Jd 
:( .., . 
that Rose~g connected ·w1th the Civil ~ar as well as "The Jol.l.y" Corner.• · 
Mr. Rogers also relies. on James's.description of a nightmare he had in 
his youth ~ which he "turned the tables" on a ghQst. This, to Rogers, . 
becomes the most· important link ~tween ··James's li~e ard. the story. . 
The two houses become representative of Beydon's Grames'~ pers~naJity1 ~ 
. . 
;;;;._ .. 
---.--~-·-· ~=~:- ____ _ntJie regressive, womb-seeldng man as he exists in life and the aggres-
. . ~ . . ' ~ a· , . 
·sive, beast-like alter egg,." .. Mr. Rogars reads the description of ·,..,,, ... 
--~._-----~---=- ~--------Brydon111 s supervision of the remodeling on the western house as pure:cy -- . ----·· --------· .. 
-----· --- - ·- - --
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s«mal in 1mage. It is hard. to believe that climbing a ladder ~r wa11dr.ig . 
a plank .represents coitus, even in th~ subconscious, but tbi s is what 
. .... . . . . ~ .. ·" 
. ~ - , 
Mr. Rogers wishes us to· believe.. Alice is also· connected with sexual. · 
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· :Imagery through he~ ihtere~ in ~· bu1Jd1ngs: : ·+.n1s, to Rogers, re~als. 
. -- .. \ 
' 
. ."the ch:l]d's assumption or the niother•s interest in his P®ms .. "9 The 
. ' -
::i 
I 
;- _ _--- ----;--· __ ~-· __ ~,, · -:- --~ _ -phal l ic. sa~llol _becomes the "key" in interpreting the \story,- -and Rogers _ ·_ -·_:c. 
·. ' --
. . . -- ..;. . . .. 
- ... 
,ti. j 
,links it· to J@JD.es•s· use -of doors, keys, candles, and val.king -sticks •. ·_ 
~ 
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In sho~, Mr. Rogers leaves_nowo:rd unturned in his search fo~ semn.al 
· · · :Imagery.· The stery be~omes a llla.ze· or SexuJ :images, all or whicb 
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, su})POsed.J.;y- link themselves to -Helll'Y' James' s semaJ repr..ssions during 
his life. Mr. Rogers may be right inassumjng that there are sex.us] 
_ :t_mages in the story, but his application ~comes overzeaJ ous aml -_ .
.. 
.... ~- ~ ' 
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A contradiction to Rosenwig's theory of the parallel to James's 
, .. ,,.. .. . 
-11-re· has -been written -by, Floyd Stoval-J _·,~(1957)-.- ---·He-teals· that ·"th.a·· -- ------------·-~--------·~---_----·-· -------~~: 
questio~ or whether this Stoey has autobiographical significan.ce ·seas 
• I 
irrelevant'' and that the "true Spencer Brydon ••• is ,11ot necessarily-
- -
, either anti- or F.o-American. nlO · Stovall recounts ~ides of James' s 
Ti.sit to America that_ Rose~g did not~discuss.'7· His argmnent agai~t ~ 
... 
. 
. / 
- ' 
~e theory of America's being depressing to James on the 1904 visit is·· 
a note by James ~at "'th$ precio11s stretch .. of space between Washington 
,. 
-- . ' ' 
· -Square and Fo¢eenth Street, 0 wich was the neighborhood' or his birth 
. 
-
and cbi_ldhood, was almost unchanged and therefore altogether delight-
, • • • 
., "'I-· 
., • 
h ,. '""" • 
!'ul.. nll TO Stovall, the New York Jam~s visited(' and linked romantieall¥ 
and sentimen~ w.i. th his past becomes the object of his idealization, · 
as ~pe- was in his y~th. Stovall ·-ap~ cuts Mr. Rosenwig's .theory 
. ;~ ' 
' ' down with ~s closing that the story "bears a ~sufficient weight or 
meaning· without our lqing upon it the inoubus or ~an syDlbolism. nl2 · ·· 
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not indicate· 
that the sub-censcieus er 1~e neur•ti~ workings •f his mind ,,ould crop . · 
' 
.. 
- '· 
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- -
•·, 
-
~~~~ ~~---~--~~~. up.=-in.:-his steries t• such an -extent that his whole life ceuld ·be linked. . 
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te · one stery .&r weuld reveal his success er failure. as a man. Perhaps · -- ., . 
() 
' -
celiect_ively the writings c0uld pGint up such. an ide,/, but hardly in -. , 
D - -just •ne st~ry. - The tale itself is werthy. of mere criticism than ju.st -· 
linking b1egrapi1cal .. events ta it. 
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' 1, ·,' 
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Char.ecterizati@n in centrast te· the previous studies ,thich- centered ,., 
' _i . ' . . - J 
•n the bi&gra\phical appreach is stressed by Quentin Anderson (1957), 
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· · whe believes B!'Yden hes ·:refused t• J~:tncur ·the ·--guil~-- of exi:erience -- . ,... - .. : .. -" . ..:.-- ... ·:·. ·····-- .... , ....... 
. ' 
-· 
. that plunge int• the ptllssibilities ef- eur nature which_ inspires bc·th 
f. - . ' 
\ i ____ ---''-: ·;- --'-" - -. - 8:icaltation and dread • ttl3 Andersen reels ·that tb1S iS wha·t Brydan dis - . -- ---- ---
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cevefs u:een his return te A~rica. Since he has led a ''greedy" life, 
.. 
his talents. in business utilize that ,, greed0 ,. t•· his adv&nt&ge. "The 
man wh• h&s had the habit of destroying imp•rtant ~tter·s un•12ned, the -
man wh• cannet cenceive tb&t Alice St&vert•n sheuld exi;ect any~. to 
\- 'live 1 in New Yerk, has been belatedly awakened es te his ewn possibil-
ities .t•14 Fr•m this peint Bryden s~cu·hltes en his ''Farm" if he had 
sta_yed. .4\_ndersen states that Ja~s made it quite clear there is ne 
il . 
difference between & greedy uAmericen expatriate" and & greedy American 
. ~ 
~-, 
millienaire ... Bryden admits th&t he is '' se,l~ish" and he knaws he· is 
\ 
-·th•ught •f by maey as ''berely decent", but be h&s made n• attempt te .. -
' 
-~~-change. rtis delight and puzzlerrent aver his new 1'cepicity'1 incites him· 
' 
,· ' 
',t f • 
.,~_..,.. r 
-t·• more invelve~nt in ccnstructien and mere si;eculati•n •n his ••F•rm. '' 
This wctuld· match Andersen's belief that Janes did net attempt te che;g~ 
tne char;.cter af Brydon after his return .to America • It ·:1s net 11ntil { 
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. ais·-encounter with tlii ghost tb~t.h.e begins to· change, am then his. 
. . - . . ~ . . -
,· 
greed.is·· ''eha:nneledn .into his new life with ~Alice.· 
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A r~turn to the au~obiographica1 ~pproach ~s been written by8 
-. Oiri~ot Wegelln (1958);··-s·.He too fee1s that the ~~sit to America in ·. 
' l • • 
1904 deeply' influenced James's later ~r.ritiiigs. Although he believes 
s 
that the later works were portrayals or civilization a15 "seen trom 
without, 11 .he believes that America wa.s·"the center o; his subject,.15 
, am th.at "The Jolly Comer"··:._can be c1osely documented with James's 
letters. Unlike Roserpr.lg, Wegelin does not bring up any previous 
,• . f 
' . . . . \\ .. --: ·-- . 
9¥9rience Jame~ had, but rather dwells on the money as~ct of America 
. · as maldng an impression on ·James. He feels . that Jam.es .. i~ paralleling· 
. ~ . 
his. own atti:tudes toward the Am.~rlcan. businessman tlirough·Spencer 
. .. . . \ 
- I \ • J. ' 
. ' ~"\: . 
Brydon. Ali.hough he thinks James was refusing "to oppose one cultural 
., . -- --~- -- . 
. vai.ue to anothernl6 in the stol'Y, he points out the fact that it is 
~ 
the European who has the cha?m and "civ:l}j zation" as opposed to the 
· American with his mi J J 1 ons. Wegelin devel9ps this as his . argument for 
. - . ,_.. ·---- .. --····· - - ...• -
the autobiogra.,phical appraach. Just as James -was impressed w.i.th America 
. \ 
. ' . \ 
bltt returned to Englatd, so ~ce according to Wegelin, chooses the\ 
#chaming Europe~ over the rich American. Ho111Bver, James makes a point 
of having A.lice remark that she woul.d have liked Brydon in !St way, 
which deflates Weg~lin's theory. His closing camment··i·s that James•s·· 
. . . . l----"~ . .• . . 
--- . . ' 
view of 'American 'wealtl;t. is one ·or "dreary ugl:lness which, in the letters, 
··--------. ;_,--·,-·-.- ··---:-----lie· Q°ame~ associates with the •vast ·mechanical, industrial, social, 
financial' pawar everywhere .else in evidenceo,;J.7 It is this feeli:ng 
--that come~· throUgh quite strongly in "The Jo~ Corner." Ja~s mq haft . . 
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. · ,despised the •al.th of indus~al Allericay but it does. n_ot necassairil.7 
- . ·t~'. - . ' - . .... - ' - - . 
· -roJ;l.011 that this is the whole ·basis for the stor,. It is more than 
. I"' . .. 
- just the American businessman he is dealing with in the story; he is 
- -resolving the inner conflict of one man·' .. Spencer Brydon - who is not 
) •, , 
I ·., / 
-
•• 
• 
. to be-confused .with Henry James. 
_ Concu.ring with Wegelin's ideas or .Aaerica as )the "center• or ·the 
,/ 
story, Marius· Bewley _(1959) develops a stranger theme. He believes .... , 
. . 
. I 
that the story is definital.y "anti-American" ~ t.hat it .refiects .· 
~ 
-------- - -ii---
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Jall9s•s feelings 'toward .America after his vis;t here in 1904. Bis· ~Un 
_is that ''The Jolly:· ~mer" fits in the category or "'economic'" stories 
• I . ~ ., . -- , .... ,- . ·- -
-··· .... - ... - ... ... .. . . . -~ .. ··-. - . - .. 
. . 
and that it reveals an insight of James.is attitude dter his return to 
. q 
England. 
._. . ..,r_ , • 
. . 
\ . 
Bewiey states that when "The Jolly Corner" is compared to 
Jaaes~s "'prccaAme~ican'" novels (The·Golden Bowl and The Wings g!.the 
Dove), theN is "an inexplicable reYersal ~f' values~nl-8 The reason for 
~' 0 ,., 
_ this reTersal is "a new awareness or the sinister side'-of- the econom:tc 
• 
< 
ageeel-9 that James discovered on his visit to Ameri.ca. 
. ,\"'. ,. 
Again, the critic 
,,, 
. has developed only one side of James' s views or America. Undouptedly, 
-the trip infiuenced him and gave bi"m many- ideas to woi-k with in writing, 
but it is very difficult to prove that James used just his personal · 
~- teel:lngs in writing this story. The opposition or two cultures makes · 1 
an interesting basis tor the story~ but it does not succa.ecj in making \ 
the whole story "anti-American"·, nor does it reveal a "sheer intensity 
• '-
I r 
,. ., 
/ ' 
of lo~thin.g" for America. It serves· better as a basis for the· confiict , 
~ . . 
• I 
\ • 
in the. character or Spencer .. Bry~on which he JIU.st reso1ve: him~elf; . 1-t . 
is tb:fs confilct that •akes the stor.r so gripping. Ja1119s's placing of 
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Charles _Sanfol'd · (1961) preseri~ ......... ,§lightly different_ view or. the 
'ti,,, . 
... _,,,. .. 
- ~ .,-
·lllropean-American trend_of criticis!!J. ·His conce~ is not so .much with 
·: ··the anti-American feeling as it "its ld:th. James's 'feeling that Americ~ . · 
. . . 
. t. 
~- -··as an Ede;n lias disappeared •. "The J.ol.ly' Corner" relates "the contrast 
. 
. 
. . . 
.' ' 
• • > 
• 
or innocence1 and corruption • .•. • to the contrast between an .. ideal past 
- . f 
. 
; 
• 
and a so:rdid present.•28 · It is true that Spencer is dismqed by~the 
. . , 
. (. changes in society .and the Industrial1 zation of America·, but is also 
, . 
' . , ' 
~- ··; 
-.,. 
-~ true that h~_ chose to leave the "earlie~ simpler, more natural society1121 . -
·' . 
,,i. _/0-, 
\_. _ that Sanford fe~ls ·he missed. · His life in Europe has ~smnabq been 
. . ; 
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.:,._ ____ . --
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one of following the arts, which would make· h1m a stranger to both (" 
0 
worlds - the ehildhood past and the industrial .pre.sent. What Spencer 
. . .. 
' 
-~ 
- .aust\do, and' what James has bjm do, is ultjmateq reconcile _htmself ·.to · 
. · both worlds and to the past as well ,,as the present. Mr. Sanford seems 
, 
• ""t.f ·· ~:· 
>l 
·. ~· 
}. 
to concur with the other.crlti~s when he suggests that the story "should 
be read. in conjunction with J.-es•s poetic record of his 1904 visit to 
America, The American Scene, which also concerns t~e ravages· or time.n22 
·--- .; .. 
. . 
-1D) parallels the _black stranger, Wee Staverton and the "great material 
-~/~•r of the ne1tAmerica, ~essed to worthy ends•23 to· James•s · ··" .· 
disgust with progress ·as a form c,f _oQ:r~ptioz:i,~in The American Scene. 
I 
- . . . 
, . Sanford: chooses the metaphor of the °'smaJ J tight bud, ~0 ~mieh BeydQn 
- . . ' 
',: 
.. 
refers t~ as the . alter e.go or his youth' and tie.s it to the theme or 
corruption.in America by industrialization. However, Sanford's use or 
-.-..J 
'1 
•• - I 
the "monstrous growth" as a parallel to American corru.ption _does not 
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-follow -Jallles•s use of the_·meiaphor~ The tee~g·or the alter-· ego being_· 
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. . :, ,' .. ' . 
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.. _( ,, 
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a. 
• , ' ' 
· . "blighted and spoiled" refers to what Europe has done to Spencer's lift, 
" ' 
'· 
• t ............. -- • • . 
• 
· -·~ot· .America (" •• - • I just :took ~e course, I just transferred_ him to. 
. . 
. 
. . .... 
. . 
- ·-. 
·· · ·a·. climate, that blighted him tor· .once and )rorover• (p. .55.5). Mr.- Sanford 
, , ... · • I . 
• . 
,' is ;correct·in picking out elements of the Fdenic theme in the.story; 
\• 
"·-, 
' 
. 
· '. , · however, James ends the story w1 ti\· Spencer releasing the · house of the 
·: .,. c~-----
J 
. 
'. /'" 
past ("innocence" am "ideal past") to the renovators ·("cofflption" and. 
---~--~- "'•' 
. "sordid present•), _and yet he· does not-present ~pence! as giving in to. 
,,<•,,c-A; 
~-/ . 
' ' 
an overwhe]mingl1' di'sastrous ]1te in industry or falling from grace. •.. 
. ' 
\I 
.Agajn, ·the anti-American point of' view does;nat su:cceed · a's being the· · ,~ __ ._,, ____ ,,,-'-,·"-'~-~~~:--··"· 
ma1n aspect of the story-. _It does ·not altogether ~allel .. James•s---
, ;visit either, sine• ~e visit was not entirel1' adverse as described by 
Jalles in The .American Scene. 
\. 
,:~ 
1 
~ ~ 
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., , 
• • To. Walter Wright {196~) "The Jolly·qp~e~" does_not._rit_ James's 
• 
l1te, and he believes·th8:t the. story itself,,is more important than a 
probable·:.,Unk with James' life. He adm:1ts that there are de~nite /-
parallels to. James•s attitude\.towards America after the 1904 visit; 
-:,. but that ·"the· story (!ould .have been told differently, however, if James 
' ~ . 
. ~ . . . Di' had wanted only-to discuss the ·pros and Qons or his own way of life." 
~ 
.He remirds the reader of·an earlier, statement by James "that to -~:reate 
•· 
certain of his heroes and their histories ·· he had to look within and · .."',~""~.~ 
; 
---··· '\I 1 .... 
virtually to turn.himself inside out.n25 Wright feels that James used_ 
. an idea from "the ·recesses of his mind" and expanded. it, "with the aid 
. 
-~ .. 
. 
or :Jmagery and symbolism," int() one 9-f--his short stories. Taken in. 
• . ., 1 
• 
• 
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thj s. way, the happenings iri- the story 'must be accep~ , by -the reader aa 
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~ ~teral ,.c~• in ~order to 1Ulderstani what J~es was doing.· Mr. Wrigh~ 
• 0 ~ . . . ! 
· attacks the stol'Y' from · tb:1 s angle; he'· proceeds by looking at Spencer , 
'\ . . ... 
) 
l. . • ~ 
.. Ir.,don in ·_his two roles. There is a conflict of Bry.don's .American 
-~. 
~ . - . 
• ..,4 ·(,, 
•:.·. ~ values of the past-and his European values of the present." Bo~ o~ ~-- ~. 
' .... _ 
these are strained by the "new" America which confronts b:Jm upon his " -
.... 
- ....... ---· .. ·•······-··· ··- -·· .,., ............. , .••• ,,._, ... !,;,;, ... ,,. ................ , .. , •.•••• , ............ ,. ···••• •• '. - ·- -- • ·- '· ........... - .. ' ',. ' . · .• 
,I 
" 
return. "The ugly- tb:1 ngs from his youthf'al dqs now have a ·charm for . 
b:1 •, a.rd, in contrast, the new bui l dj ngs a~e big, queer,, , and ··o~stroua. 
.0 .,., ' 
He is actu,ally lost in a strange world,- though he is, not yet conscious 
. ,' 
..... --········ or that fact. Ir he·, is riot to ziemain .lost, he will have to search for 
I , 
.---~... • ... 
.J .;!, ,- " 
:·. . . ...•. y --·-· ..• , .. _ .. • -.-- .c=:c., ,_ ~-~ 9~. ;g.~~tiV~ . :If he ~aJ ___ h~mtt:l.f3SS ~. we ~- conclude _ that the cause /~s 
. . - " .. - . -- .. . ... .... . .. . . _-, . . . . . . . . .. , /< .;. , .. 
, .. ,.\ 
/', 
-----·--· ---
• 
• . . . I 
in.part that the world has not stood sti11 while he himself has changed 
·t . ' . . , .. 
from youth lom1dtf1e age. 1127 Mr. Wright ~ints out th&t Brydon, in 
' . .J, 
discovering his new talent, construction, becomes involved in both . 
• \1 . 
·creation and destruction. He has been concerned about the destruction 
. . ,. ~ 
of .old p;Laces he knew and their replaceme~t by new "creations." In 
"t \ - ··, .. 
his t)&W capacity as a businessman, he fi:rds himself creating_new b11:Jld-
. . ,:· . 
ings after. he has destroyed th~ original bli1 lding. He .is now captivated 
" 
by two mQvements completely foreign to him - destroying and creating. 
. ~ .. 
Wright also points. out ~at the destru.ction c011ld be re4.ted to a 
destruction of the past, _and ~!. creating could be a buil~lng of a new 
life. ,To carry Wright's idea even :f\urther, Beydon, in his moment of 
~ . 
.,. 
terror during the des~nt rroa the :tright~ning upper rl.oors,·gives in 
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to 1:,he act of destruction as a "sacrifice," perhaps of the past. In 
t.hj s moment of relenting, ha reels delight in the fact that "they might 
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ocae in nov,· the bn:1lders, the destroyers - thv might cqtle am ts~Qn aa . 
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they would" ~P·r 57)). P.reSIJJll8.b17, after this ~-Pt, Brydon is free 
' "' ~ 
. ~- ' 
•• ..!:_ 
to bni:ld a new lire vi th Wee· ·s'taverton. 
Again revertirig ,to _the autobiographical approach, Ma.Dall ·0e1aar 
, ' ,...: '' "" ~. (196)) focuses on Henry James as a prototype· for Spencer Brydon.,, His 
theory is based on-Bryd.en's reference to leaving home "in the teeth o1 
. . ' 
. . .. • ' 1 ' 
~ 
rq father's curse" (p. 555)_,-which could be a reference' by James to his 
~uonfiict, ; .. choice and exlle." To Mr. Geismar, Spencer Brydon am Henry 
• 
,. 
• ( • '<:-
James are the same person, and ·what one sqs in the story may be applied -,· 
... 
' . 
. 
. .I)".· .. 
to the other's life, ~ch could ha.rcilJ, be an adequate Tiew. He. refutes 
. , 
. . . '\.,./ "' . . ' . . . 
". ' .. ~ 
; ··the Freudian ~is .o! Saul Rosenwig, as well as. one·---·'&j,.,, .. CI'i"fton"-' 
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l"ad;man, that the "death of passion" in James 11a.s ·t1ue ·to· an obscure 
, wourd received prior to the Civil War, 'which prevented his entry into · 
·the fighting~. Geismar says that "there was no 'death of passion' in ~ . 
. 
\ 
James' s life or career 9 'S:impl.y because ha had never reached the point 
ot passion."28 Mr. Geismar is convinced'that Henry James :was "llfel~Ss• 
. . \ 
I 
and that his writings ~veai.ed a childish attitude toward se:x which was 
' "vc:>yeuristico" As to the "co~plexl.ty99 of Ja:mes 1,s mind, Mr. Geisma.r 11 
. concludes that.it is "almost conventional or trite - certainly clever or 
ingenious rather than profound. In one "llense we can state .categorically · 
.- ~. ~ 
-
that Henry James never had !!l idea. "~9 He arrives at this conclusion 
after deciding that there ya·s an "absence or content" in James's writings 
~ 
' ~ 
. which Jame~ concealed b:, using a complex.style. Why' Mr. Geismar :r~als 
. \ -there must be a walth or, content is a pu.zzle. What is important .is llbat , · 
' rt ' . 
,James did with ~s "absence of content," and Mr. GeiS11ar seems to be,L·tbe 
7) 
olU;V'. ·on•""who feels the end result ·was no~ ·worth much. He does :not beliaft 
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in a "!sec~· ·deaW" thrmigh withdrawal. to Ju:ope, bacau.sa· Awerica was 
- .~ 
•. ,\ 
·· "'d-_ath'" to: J~es •. This is revealed, aceol'di:ng· to ·Geismar, in ·James•s· 
· . . ear~- wor~s ·•s well as in "The Jolly: Corner"• The visit to .America in 
' . . 
· 1904 was "siml)q to contim, to expand, to applaud and to celebrate 
· the whole· purpose ot his own European pilgrjmage - -as 'l'he . .American Scene 
. '\.r +· a:ma+..1-· -
' . 
-_.; Geismar is.very disdainful._or any criticism. ~t his·own. He dis-~ 
. 
' . regards the Freudian. theories' which might be a wise . tbi ng to do' . btit 
then continues ·on to demolish the "cuzdous kind er literaey or critical 
4· 
illagination·in the 1940•s·and •so•s,"- emjng with the S\lggestie>n that 
J,.es might . ~t be "a master magician or the verbal o:rder")l am a 
' \,., 
"minor writer" as opposed to the views ot Jl8l\1 critics. He seems to be 
• 
-· . 
suggesting that· Henry James.was a maste~ of the "put on" and that oDq 
' 
. ' 
Maxwell Geismar is clever enough to see· through· 1 t. · 
Nll'l'F"\,, 
Another interesting theory concerning the past and present is by 
·) . 
1rec1: C. Thomson (196))~ His idea is that James was employing an"ocean 
,· ' ' 
' ' 
metaphor throughout the story and that thj"s· metai:i,.or u1~:imate4' linked 
Brydon•s. ~pe~ and American' experiences· to make··-bim complete. Daring. 
. ·, ~ . 
·Brydon's frantic descent rrom the upper tloors:of the house,-the atmos-
,.,.,_,, ... ,·- - ,~, 
, ' 
phere takes on_. the aspects of ','some watery under-world" with 11zones" of 
..,_ ·-
•. . 
~-
''· 
. ., 
' 
; 
varying degrees of 1JJ11mination •. As he nears the final laming, the :~ 
.. , 
floor becomes "the bottom of.the sea" where he 11si*s" a _glance, 0~ 
' ' ' 
. to see_ the "ghost." Using ·this jmageey, Mr. Thomson has developed a :,.••. ~ 
v,if, 
strange cycle . connectµig the two countries and _Spencer Brydon. · ··ms _, · · 
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. ,,,, ........... 
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concept that _the self which would ~Te developedr in ... .-eric., is .diffeNJit · 
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. -- trca ~- ~.it whioh"··did ·aeftlop µi ::marope- is 'n~~, ditte~nt from tha .~ 
.- other_ ·critics, _but linldng the ·two-coUDtries and ••selfs" by tying the 
ve>yage above· water ·and the ocean noor _below-water is forced.· He states 
., . .. . . '. ~··· t ' 
. \ . 
that "it· is this.'.submel'ged link that gives Brydon his chanc~ of finally · 
· making contact vi th the J)ast and his imf'nJ t1 l 1 ad alte~ !!2.~ . In order· 
"' I . • ' ' 
. " 
. . . . ' ' . 
to do so, h0119ver, ·he _must first.-reach to the depths of the sea he has 
~· ' "-
.~ady r;croSsed ori ~e snrlace.n32 To reach tne,e depths, Brydon nmst 
• . \ i~ 
,._.~ 
- p&ss .through· the _dooN,q :to the·\house he deserted thirty-three years 
. ... . -
-. 
,. 
f . • ·.r 
· -- betore. In -tbi s vestibule Thomson sees "both the bottom. of the sea and · 
·o. 
the surface. From it Brydon fled _over the Atlantic, and returni:p.g to it 
he .tries to sOUJd the past and dredge ~p what he abandoned i~ it. 1133 . 
:, • -· • 't,. 
.· Bradon' s rescue ~m his unnatural · retreat, would come from toucbi ng _"the 
bottom of the sea•~ where h~ is revolted °Qy the "truth he beholds __ there.• 
' . ! -· . . . . . 
. • . . 
Thomson concludes that his rescue comes frOll this revulsion and from the 
. 
care of Alice .Staverton •. '!his ana11"sis remains rather.vague when taken 
-·~···- . . 
~ . 
into consideration 'With the rest of the story. The water imagery,.is 
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definite~ an important part· or tbls scene, and it is used eftectivel.1" · 
by James to create an eerie atmosphere, but it does not seam to be "the 
11aj n theme and psychol.ogical substance" a!i~)Mr. Thomson points -out. The 
metaphor becomes_inconclusive, since it does not foJJowthrough the tale 
------ ~ - . - -- -·--
or even appear enough to ,iake it a valid one for a CG11plete interpreta-
,-
tion of .the story. 
,. 
Al.though Krishna B. V~d (1964) does not dwll- at length on"'···the---
past·-present theme~ he does memtion ·it in connection vi th pre~ous . 
. 
· criticisms. He takes into account· the facts that James used some or 
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tlie ideas from A Sense ot the Past, tlui.t there w.- a: coDD8ction bet119en .. 
. --· - . 
. . ~ 
the taie and Jam,ses -drem. about ·the Gal~:rle d'Apollon in his ch:JJdbood, . 
. - L' 
am · that the visit t9 America in 19o4 · must have h~ some· ittrl:aence ·· on 
;;i, . 0 , 
:the tale, no ~tt~r how small it ~as. · What he ~sagrees with is Saul 
Bosenwig's "farfetch.ed" · and "l.east re1evant•• theory- C cormecti~ the tale · 
. 
.. . ,./ 
. 
. . . . 
te "The Story of a Year• and to James.• s · experience~ as a. young man~-
Vaid ·adds to thes~ his s.uggestion th~t Jam-s used-the theme of the· 
American ~~~ng home attar several years· abr.oad in the later tales, 
; -
· "Cra.PY::Cornelia" (1909) and "A Round of Visits" (1910). However, ha 
. 
. . 
~---- -
does not push his sug~@tion arry further and concludes his eoW4entar,. · . 
. on this aspect ot the ta1e ~ th the ~oni ~on that "the -stric~ . ~ 
biographical-psychoa.naJyt.ic~ ~riticisql especially should not :be 
allowed to distract us from the task of examining 'The Jol].y Corner• 
. . 
itself, "'.34 wbi ch is an admirable suggesti.C,n. 
, The-most recent criticism discussing the, past-present or ~pean-·. 
of' • ' ' 
American theme coiies from Earl Rovit (1965). He has noted that there 
•· is an "allegorical construct which is the house its9lf"35 ancr that au 
. /' . 
:, j - - , • 
r~-a -
the. action takes, place there. The rest or New York City is "'exterior•• 
. 
-
to the house and all or _thjs activity exists on a "different level or 
~ • ,. - I 
~ reality." .. Rov:\.t f'eels that the' imagery used to d~scribe the city is ' 
., . 4 ,. 
,A<' 
illportani in malg.ng:~p Brydon's· ·concept of the alter ego-. The dissoeU::. 
. tion with. these ,people who are ·0emoney-mad6~ and Brydon<as ldthdrawal. from 
.. , , I . 
"'"•·· ! society "is a sign not sO much of ren1'i sensibilities as of' an abortift 
. . 
disengagement from the libidinous sources of ·energy which _alone can give_ 
·' 
h1m the power to create, to love and to escape the ~prisonment of ~s · ·. 
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· · ,tnHn 8gotisL~36 This, to Bent,'~.eans tba~ 1b!-.Yc1on is ~ the · ·, . { 
-
. . . 
. . 
. . 
' 
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- t 
' ... 
· -- "masctilin~ :el-~nt" represent9(i -by' the "money-mad" _peop].e and ·the .. alter· · . .. 
ego and, to become a ~ole" person, Beydon lltltst aceept this aspect. of 
•I' 
Jife. · To acbiffl this, Rovit believ:es,: Alice Staverton ·acts as an -
. ~ 
_ integrative.,derlce to unite the two forces in Spencer. Mr. Rovit•s·. 
t.b.eary is sensible, but in his statement that Brydon.has completely 
> ~ 
' 
w:lthdrawn himself from sources that_ wo11Jd endow him with "the poW9r to 
\. 
crea~" he is omitt~g the fact that for the duration of the nocturnal 
Tl.sits to the house, ·Brydon is eonstant:cy, involved in the_remodeJ1ng ot 
, ' 
- . 
the house o~ the westward side of the street. This strange compulsion . . .. 
.. •, 
of his to involve himself in business is also an important part of 
""'~-
. 
_/ developing the alter ego. Without the urge to "oversee" the construction, 
the rest·of the tale would be fiat. Perhaps this activity, in addition 
to his .dissociation from "money-mad'' peoEl:e, enables Brydon to visual 1 ze 
and eventually "meet" his alter ,!gO,o Without the impetus of one activ-. 
. .. ·- . 
, ity, the ~ther would not developo As Brydon is drawn into business -•ore 
. ' 
and more, he.tries to pull a~1ay·f:rom it in another fashion - that of • f 
avoiding the·. business people. Thus ~e would feel he was evening the 
" 
. ba4nce. between the old tµld _the new. From this view, then, Mr. Rovit's 
.,I 
theory: wo~d,.:!.it the story and Spencer could return to and accept tJ&e 
. . ... ' ·- ~ 
---···--- -.. ····-·-·--···-----------.- -----·- - . -·-·· --------· --
· "masculine el8Dlent" in his--] 1.fe after -his "experience." 
---- ---.... -
'. 
· JaJ11es litiJi zes this connict or past am -present throughout the -· 
""· 
~~t, part of the ta1e to btJjld the image of a man in conflict with b1m-Y 
. 
a· 
~elf. SldlJfnJJy he re~eals Brydon•s reaction to the ~anges he sees 
in New York. Brydo~ is placed\ "under the charm" of all the old tb~ngs ~ . . \ . . ... ,, ' 
' 
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- hom ~e pas.i al)d the new·objeets become .~sources t>f-·.dismq"· in their 
-.~nstrosity. ·H~ finally comes to no "sociaJJy producible" attitu~e 
.. 
. 
. 
. toward New·York·, as James notes in his "d1m secondary social success" 
(p. 5.59) am the fact that, to Brydon, ·tl)ese people.mue up 9'a bris-
.tJing J1ne of h~ unconscious he~ds" (p. 5.59) .• -It is from his recog-
nition ot. ·this ~c~ that he moves into· ·a tptaJJy seJf-cente~ attitude. 
From thjs point on his social activities are. "surface sounds", and his .. -,--,"' 'l 
' 
. 
\ 4 
\ responses are "extravagant shadows." James has set the· stage for·the ·.· 
~ 
rest or .his drama, which will bti1ld .in suspense until its strange 'cl1max. 
. 
. . 
He closes the circle of the past and'present witb..Spenc$r t~ng the . I 
house on "the jolly corner" over.to the remodelers, thus completing·his. 
"destruction" or the past. 
, 
In reviewing the criticisms, the parallels to.James's l1fe become • ('! 
• 
# 
' less importan~ as the content of' ~he tale is studied. It is true, as · 
\\ 
' " F.d.el, Stevall, WegeJ1n, Sanford, Wright and Vaid state, that James was. · 
. 
-
' 
. ... 
···· undoubted.4r infiuenced in many ways by his visit ·to .America. But4 it is 
... 
V" • 
I 
hard to prove that the visit was made by James "to confront his foi,ner 
self" or to P4t himself' on the back for living in Europe. 'rb.e story-
,, does not reveal a ''sheer intensity or 1oatbing" for America either. 
is ·instead a combination of experience and imagination molded by the 
. author into a complex tale blencli ng many ; mages to create a superb . 
. 
. 
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· " portrait or a man in conflict vi th b1 msel r. ••i I 
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\ ·AIJCE STAVERTON: H)'l'BER,. ·LOVER, ·QR .,SCHEMER! 
.. 
--·- 4. 
' •'· . 
The ro1e or Al.ice Staverton in "The Jo~ Corner" is.a strange one, 
and it has been interpreted-in.various ways~- In the earlier criticism 
. . ~ 
~ . ,.,. /' . 
. . not mu.ch was said about Al; ce, pe~ps becaJ1Se her part in the story -is 
so .puzzling. As more _interpreta~ions were made of ·the story, her 
importance as. an integral.part of the ·tale became more evident. She is 
. \ . . ; . 
;, 
~ .. needed a~- a ·"link" ror Brydon &Di,.~.as the final factor in his "selt-
realization. '' 
n 
• There'are·s•e conorete,tacts about Ali('e which can serve as a 
starting point·ror inta?-preting her role in the story. In.the first 
· paragraph James, reve:al.s ~neer's atta•ent to Alice Staverton. There 
is no doubt that Spencer is sperdi ng as mu.ch time as possible 11i. th AJ 1 ce, 
"with whom for a couple of months ncni he had· avail-~ himself, of eV9ri 
possible occasion to talk" (p. ·.544) •. . ~ he is spending so mach time 
. .,. 
,,. 
· ... : . 
,,,, 
. \ 
\. ·. 
\ 1\ 
-----·-
... 
. with AJ:ice is revealed in Spencer's ard Alice's attitudes toward the 
. . . . ~ 
"modern" world. To Spencer, Al.ice is·· a contr"5t t~ "the vast wilderness _ .. .,I . 
' ., . 0 • 
of the ldlolesale" and "the mere gross generalization of wealth __ ,.and force 
, 
a~ success" (p., ~7). Her w~,rLof .]:ife is Jik~ aa small still · scene" 
. I ' ~ -·- .. ,., , , 
\. 
•· ..... ,-w);ijch offers relief to Spencer from the new world that confronts him. 
I AJ-1ce., in tu.rn, refiects Spe~cer's views, and, if he i~_,.intrigued by- the 
·.i ---
o1d and horrified by the new, so Al.ice stands f!>ff "the mod~rn crush" a.qi.: .. 
. . . . . - ' . - ·,,(' . ' ' . . ... 
" 
.. aJJ "the ptlblic concussions atd ordeal.st' (p. ·548). · Jam.es also notes -that 
.,, t,· ~ ,,.,. ,, 
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1/f' . 
the two ~ ~lg. friends, probabl;y old sweethearts, am· that they .share -
\ 
. 
. . 
' 
· "the spirit she attar . all confessed :.t~ ,. proudly ~nd a li tt1e ~ly, as · 
. 
. 
:to that of the better time,· that of thei~ common, t.heir quite far-awq 
~- antediluvian.social.period am ~rder• (p. ~7). 
AJ:Jce emerges as· a woman strong enough to "affront, ins-era.ti\~, 
• 
. . I \ 
umer stress, aJJ the public concussions -and ordeals•·· (pp. 547~.548) &rd 
, 
-
-----
· yet she has a "slim, mystifying grac~" which makes her ·se~· eternally 
young. To Spencer, she is like "seme pale pressed nower," she is "ex-
quisite," and she is _,."a sufficient reward of his effort" (p. 548). That 
she has a deep feeling tor bim is revealed· in her deference .to his wi~hes 
·o . ". 
and her references to "their" common knowledge. She has been fai thfill.ly · 
" waiting for.Spencer ror·tb1rty-three years, and a1though he has been un-, . , 
. ,,t 
,:'{ ....... 
faithful·and free to w&m.er, she has remained "stjJJ unobscured, still 
_. exposed and cherished, uf.der that pious visitation of the spirit from 
wbi~ she had never been diverted".·(p. 548). ~·-. 
-' 
' The mention or her "spirit" ties in with James•s reference to her 
I 
~. I 
' . . 
. powers of "di'Vination," which help her to see the intensity or Spenc,er•s 
malaise. DweJJing further on this aspe~t of Alice, it becomes clear 
. 
' ' Q th8it wi~ her el.ose lmowledge of S~ncer's past.and her constant compan-
ionsh'ip, she would be the logical person to see w.at was happaning to 
,1:1',• 
. 7 
· h1m. She is the one who voices· ·the thoughts that have been forming in . •, 
Spenc~r' s mind. Her ~"~tatements that · ''he had clearly for too Jrlaey· years 
neglected ~·real gift" and tha~ "if he had but sta~ home ha would have· 
. . 
discovered his genius" (p. 548) bring .. Spencer's thoughts of .the_ past out 
. 
. 
in .the open.· She very ·kee~ remarks pn the "sentimental" value .of the'" 
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26. 
ll~e . on . "the · .. jolly corner" a1'ld eftB wmt10DS \he •ghost" ot a· reaso"'fi 
' serving to hold Brydon to the house. James hasi been ve'J.7 care:tal in · 
(_ 
· · biilding thi·s ~ilaage of Alice, for he desqribes her as a woman who ' . \ 
. ' 
... 
.. · 
. .. ''!. . ••. 
-·· :- ·: 
"listened to everyt1'1ng," "answe~ intimate~," and "utterly didn't -·d 
chatter".(p ... ;52). She often answers Spencer in an ironical tone and ) 
. 
her actions -~~ply" things to him. .Through all these descriptions ~ 
,., statements, Jam.es ··makes it credible· .. tor her to·. UM.erstand what Speneer .}.,,.- . 
· is going .. thJ;'ough in his mind. 
Her further probes·· into Spencer• s character open . the nbjec,t of 
·' 
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., what he might have been. Spencer confesses to the absvdity of his 
. 
. { 
. speculation and to the "habit. of too selfishly thinking" (p. 554), bttt 
he cannot·,l&ave off the subject or what his form might have· been. Alice, ' 
. 
w·1ng famiiiar with his ·past, agrees with ... his interpretation or an alter 
'ego that was like ·"a ruJ]-blown nower ••• in the small tight 'bud" ~ . 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
... (p. 555) and that was "b~ghted" by being transferred to another cl1mate. \) ' 
. 
' 
Cf 
~I She describes the image as being "quite splendid, quite huge and monstrous• 
(p. 555), but i~ only the last word that Spencer remembers and. she ob-• 
; 
I 
serves how obsessed he ~all.,- is with the idea. Her attempt to talk 
logi~al]y with Brydon about the past fail, and even her declaration or 
love for hjm does not deter him from pursuing his alter ego. 
----,--~-~ 
• 
r~ 
•,/ 
Her revelation or ~e two dreos furthers the reader•s_lmowledge or 
~· jllst how well .she _ lmow Spencer. · Up to th:J s point Spenoer' s conversation 
has centered around himself .. as'· he is, as he was, and as he might have I ,' • 
been. Alice offers to tell .Brydon point-blank whether he is as good as ~ 
he might. have been, but she reads· in his face that he. does not really- 1 
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·wut to.know q~te-yet. r~tead, she·replies,· "'Oh you don•t·eare 
• -!' • • ~ 
. ~. 
·either ... but very diffare~!J..y: ·you· don't ea.re for anything but yourself•• 
<.~,.. . ·. . ( ~ - . . l . '· 
(p. 5.57). To his rem&.rk that he' will see #us other ,self', she 1'8tort!; 
th.at she has seen h:im - .. twice. W~th this remark and the qual~fication 
that she saw.him _in _a dream,. she drops out· of sight and· it· 1.s net until· 
Spencer regains consciousness· .c,n the stairs that she. appears .again~ . How 
... ' . 
Alice saw:,the "ghost" in her dream, and later a.rri~ed at the house 
r 
. 
earlier than her appointment, has ~en & source of controversy with s,,~r . ,.:; 
·.·critics~ Does she···see .the ghost ii/her dreams· or is it. a figment· of her· 
1maginatiop? .As James revealed ··before,· she knew what was gQ~ng on in 
Spencer's mind and had discussed his "other·~elf" with h1m. She·further 
I . 
. .. . '\ ' . 
··shows that she has known what Brydon was doing at the house when she says, · 
"'I belleved,,at least that you'd ·been here. I've lmown, all along •. , •• 
that you've been coming • • • Well, I've believed it. ·r said nothing to · 
I 
you after that talk wa had a month· ago - but I felt sure. I knew you 
. . 'p 
would'" (p •... , .581) •. Since she has Qeen ·mth Brydon regularly, she wo11Jd 
' ~'ti 
. 
·be the first.to "notice his destruction and :i,nwardness ~evele~ing rrom/ 
. ~ . . 
day to day. ilso, she loves h:1.m aid ·tells him she'd love him in an,- , 
., 
rom. That she describes the ghost accurately- is not as mysterious as 
it may seem; she co11ld be describing the real Spencer Reydon, as he is 
' . 
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under the "di~guise" of worldliness •. I~ the last passage in the stor., ~ 
- is examined, it may be interpreted as describing how Spencer actually. :,··· 
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looked:· 
"'He has .bean unhappy; he has (been ravaged,• she said. . e 
q . .. 
'And haven't I been unhappy? Am not I - you've o~ to look ' I 
at ·lll8 I ..... ravaged T' 
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.. 'Ah :1 d~n•t 8~ I ili~ him bette~,' she: grartted. after ~ .· . . . 
thou.gh~. ''But he's grim, 'he•·s_·wo~ ~-·anci .. things_ have' ~appened· ~ 
to him~ He doesn°t make._shift,, for sight 9 in.th zour cha?mng-. - · 
. • . L 
llOnOCJ.eoO - - __ 
.. ' 
'No 0 c::) it strnck :Bcydon8 °I c.ou:tdn°t ha.ve sJ)Orted mine 
"dawntowno 00 Th@y0d ·h~Y®. gllYed i,.e ~®~@o O . , ,, 
·•His g~at ·conv~x prineec:::)nez ~-- :C saw it. · I ~cogni.zed the __ · 
kind ~- it is for his -pt,,or fflned sigh.to _ -An~ his poQr right ·: · 
~ hand - R O . - - -- . - - -- ,. - -- - - · 
'Ah 8 ° . Bieydc.~ "trineoo . ~ . tm.eth~r f o~ ~~> proved idehti ty. or-
for his lost fingerso·· Then9 _ 0H@ has a mil.lion a year,' he 
lucidly. addedo o t O But h® . hasn@ t told youo ~ .• 
. 'And he isn't ~ no, h.e isn't ea you l ' she murmured -.s . ~e -----'-,,. · -. ' 
drew her to his breast •. "- (pp.-- 583-584; additional italic-s are __ 
.mine.) ~ 
Notice that the antecedent' in James•s-last description-of Brydon!§. 
- -
. • • . ff):. 
Brydon - not .. "~e ghost. In this way, il,ice's dream and Spencer's "ghost" 
~ identical; and Alice emerges as a wo~an who, through her st_rong love 
for. Brydon, perceives the thoughts that'. go·· through Brydon's mind and the 
C 
· -.··actions that result from_ them. 
· Saul Ro_semdg (1944) has little to s.ay about AJ ice Stavarton, since 
his_whole interpretat~oll revolves around th~ James .. Bryd~n figure, but -h• 
does comment on her dream of the ghost. From her statement that the 
ghost is _"different" from Brydon, Rosenwig deduces that she "co,i]d have 
been in love with the rejected personality ·(the ghost) since she under-
stood it •. She is,· however, equally ready~to accept Brydon as he is today 
... , - -
and_reoo:r:icile him, perhaps, to those unacknowledged as1t9cts of himself 
vb1~ h.._~_.\c~pt _hi,n. ·from.her aJl tt?.ese years - which have driven him 
.. , 
'· ab~~ to ~scape bitnself. n37 His concept of Alice as the f ai thfu1 lov'er 
- -- c~inc~4~s .. ~~ -i!_~~s·~-- PN.Sentatio~· of her,, but Rosenwig-'then !,ries to_ . 
• 
h -
link her .with El:t zabeth Crowe., the heroine in "The Story of a Yeartt am 
~-
. 
. 
it is at tb·ls point that the analysis is far-fat~ed. ~senwig links 
the dream sit~tion in _tq.e two.stories, an attempt that is accurate o~ 
··~,..()~/\ ,, . ··,. (.' .,,1 ... 1, 
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· -1,ecaue- the two vmaen ·had dreams. -· That James used this device twice in 
-~· 
~s writing does not mean that he was wri. ting a counterpart to ''The 
' . ' 
· ~tor, or a Year" in "The Jolly Corner." 
1 much stronger approach has been taken by &twin Honig (1949), who 
places Al 1 ee in the .role or the "mother-substi tu.te," which is a---part _or 
th~ rebirth eycl~ ··or the Dionysus myth •. B~ef13r, Hom·g•s idea is that 
this story fits the pattam .of the· rites of Di.01\ySUS, which consist or 
• U· 
. . / 
··.··an _animal's (D"ionysus• disguise) being sacrificed to an image of -the 
··-·'·u•~ • • 
· god by his worshippers.. In -"The Jolly Corner" the_ pattern is applied 
·to· the·· problem of the central chara.i:ter (Brydon) achi~ving "total self-
. . -
hood" which is solved by Alice Staverton's suggestion ,of another-11-selfll-. __________ _ 
in her dream. Through this "other self" she "becomes identi~ied-with 
. ' 
it_.as an heroic substitute·-agent. The climax or the action, through 
which-the s~ght self is_encou.ntered, invariabl;r produces a 'mercitul 
.. :·. 
;) fraud. ' ·That is to_ say, either some disguise of the total self or the 
, ' 
' 
,· 
,· 
. . 
substitutec:,agant is sacrificed, released or ~estroyed, as a·less worthy 
., ''-,; .f",r -;,:- • 
vie~ in the act of reaching the complete consciousness of self •011~8~ 
Honig points out that the scene. at the foot of the stair~ where Alice· 
cradles Spencer's head in her lap is typical or the depiction __ of the 
Dionysian rites. "No small •part of the ritual the event of' Brydon'·s -.J 
1 rebirth,' depends on· the maternal-romantic role of Miss Staverton. · ·For · 
"'":_,,. . 
it is she, as the fruitful. .mother-substitute, -..mo has i~uced the growth 
· ·of Brydon's search ·th.ro~gh the dark womb or· the past, thC! passages f'rom 
. ··which ·he emerges· reborn. And it is she, as the prize of love, his lady, 
to whom he returns with the dragon head of his-worldly self·dangling 
from his consciousness. 1139 Thus AJ1ce fulfills. both a romantic ami .... 
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~llaternal role according to Honig. She· is also important in r'cons11wnati. 
' -
the "'merciM fraud,'~- &ich ia the concl~~ion ~f the Diolzy"s_ian ·.rites. 
To Honig her admission that the "black stranger" is not Beydon aets as a 
.. 
"substitute sacrifice" tor ·Beydon himself and completes the cycle of 
rebirth. Mr.· Honig' s -theoey is an 1-nteresting one, and it does tit the . 
"--...... 
" 
. .... ' ' ,,. 
story.· The only·point ot contention would be.in his statement that she 
·
111nduced" Brydon to search £or himself. James writes that at the time 
.Alice mentioned mat Spencer might have been, Spencer already had ,experi-
enced "the queerest and deepest of his own lately-most disguised and most 
muffied vibrations" (p.· .514,9). other than this, Alice does create a " 
,.. 
strange feeling in Spencer about his· al:!,,.!.t ego. Perhaps it is her state-
. ment that she has seen the ghost which causes Spencer to continue his 
rlightJ.y wam.erings. She had stated earlier that Brydon "had clearly tor., .. '. 
to·o many years ·ne-glected a.---real girt" (p. _548). and that ''he would have 
" 
discovered his genius" (p • .548) if--he·had stayed in America, but these 
·~ ~ 
' 
statements do not· seem to affect Br3don as much as the fact that she has 
. ry • ,, 
seen the ghost and he has not yet. At any rate, Mr. Honig presents a . -. 
. , thorough case for his theory, and it makes ~e story that much more in-
teresting to see this po~sible parallel. 
. . 
Another ·-critic who accepts tlie mother image is John Shroeder (1951), 
-- I . -- ' 
but b,e talces a completely different -~lant from Honig. : Shroeder•s(thesis 
is that_ there is a symbolic recurrence in four or James's later tales and 
I 
_that. they al] revolve arouncl the mother 1mage. ~ -In the four ta1es -("The- . I 
~ Great Good Place," "The Beast . in tb:,e Jungle,'' "Cr•w·,_ ·Cornelia," and · ".The . 
Jolly Corner") there are seYeral specific res•!>lances. that recur,_such 
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as' .a strange Nlatio~~hip between a· "mature, s8'1Sitift gent:'evoman,n ·--' '( . 
' . 
and an older. man. -The woman has bean involved. in the past or the man,. 
(' .. 
~--
· ' . . . who has ~turned after a disappearance of several years. From this 
. ' . ( . . -.. 
point, Mr. Shroed.er··nows vario11s maternal motifs in each ·story. -·Espe-
- .. , ' 
. 
. . 
' . 
ciaJ]y ~.ignificant are the images 0£ "death and childhcod·CD tf -Shroeder 
, • I 
contends that these are-not accidental images from Jam~s's sub-conscious 
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mind, ·but r_ather that· they W9re used purposely and that Jame·s was ·aware 
of tb1s. type .. of ·symbolism~ · In Alice there is an "ilJmnination for 
wb,ichBrydon ;rearns,"4o and throtlp. her will came Brydon's hrevel.atlon." 
. "The moth~rs, fortuitously returned ou.t of the shadowy past, offer ~e 
. - . · . ·. 41 
'advantages at a 'general :refuge' to each or our sensitive gentlemen." .· . 
~-· 
.. , 
Mr. Shroeder points out that Al.ice cradles Spencer's head like a baby's_ 
/" - - ""-
rather than a man I Sre 
- . / 
This observation is true, but when Mr. Shroeder 
. . 
suggests that Mrs. :Muldoon might take the part of a "mid.wife, 91, the 
application becomes rather forced·. _His suggestion is that Brydon' s view 
-
from below is s:imilar to that of a child being born. Excluding this 
. su'ggestion, the rest or Mr. Shroeder's remarks could app!Jr to .Alice's 
character; however, there .is, more than just the mother image in Alice 
- ··- . ·-· 1, q . 
and the tale does· not end·on a'mother-son relation~hip, but rather on a 
,• 
. definite man-woman relati9nship with ·a suggestion or J>8J!Sion. Alice has 
\ 
admitted her lo~e, and Brydon finally accepts it ~er his experience._ . 
, .·· There··-are definite overtones of her taking .a .partially maternal attitude · 
. . 
.. 
\ 
I 
------~-:-... toward Bry4on, as James N>.Yf»al~ ... in ___ b.~~----~gg~stic:>llf? to __ Brydon. and her 
---------- --··• - -------- - ---
y. perception of his th~ghts,· but ·she emerges mere strongly as a lover, 
' '-. •.. ·. 
L a very·faithtul lover.· 
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. _ The love 'interest 0£ Al :1 ee is what Maurice· Beebe (19.54) -feels 
. ' 
finally concludes the story. It is h~r love that enables her to accept 
~ ~ 
"both" sides of Br.YQon, permitting "h1m·to overcome·his horror a.Di 
" 
. recognize the otb.8~ · self • .1+2 ·· .Ali~, again showing how ·per~ptive sh.«11 
· · is , a~sures Brydon tha~ she does not lik0 the ghost better, ~ven···' though 
' 
-
she could have Uked.-b1m. This statement reassures Brydon of her lo"°e' 
---· 
. \but,it also reveals to h1m that he is a composite- of the two men ani -it 
. is tbi s. he finally' accepts. 
·"' - . 
. ·-- ... 
If one believed Robert Rogers, (1956) "The Joll.7 Corner" would.be 
one ot the "·sexiest" stories .James·· ever wrote. Al ::i ee emerges as· a .. 
. . . - . ' 
"mother figure" in Roger's analysis,· and she remains in this category, 
with some· "stretching" in interpretation, throughout the story. As was 
mentioned in the previous chapter, she is linked to both houses by her 
, ......... , 
~ . ~ interest in Brydon, lihich renects the mother's protective concern for 
her cb.i]d according to· Rogers. He al.so notes that _Alice seems to prefer 
I, • •• 
the "new" Brydon to the old, ·a faQt ·that Bogers sees ·'·as having semal 
connotations. __ Ir Alice is linked with Brydon sexually in this aspect, 
hew does sh, ma:lntain her protective "mother-::image" thro11ghout the tale? 
Rogers tries to ~olve· this problem inside the house on "the jo~ corner.• 
• i 
He ties the mother image and the sexual image -together by suggesting that 
. ~ . . , ,_' ,, 
th.e mother "is'~antasiecl as desiring '\",he sexttal attention of her son • ..43 
This analysis may be plausible, but Rogers ~~es it to extremes by 
tying it to Brydon•s brief mention of unopened le~ters. _ ~Mr. ~gars Yievs 
" 
" 
the letter and env~lo?t as. genital symbols ("ho]Jow, 'has. flaps·, encloses").,~ 
••'I \f\•I , I, • • 
. ' 
·i' .. ' ' 
am that what Brydon, (Jam.es) is- stating, ·notieea~ to AJ:tce, is that he 
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bas- •never had sexaal relations· with ~ woman" and that-~he has •reno1U1ced 
relations with other women for loVS of her", (his :mother).44 If Mr. 
, ~/' lJJt , ' . :!' I ' • ' '. :, .• 
. '· 
Roge~'s interpretation appeared weak be·fore, ·at thls point it collapses 
-
as he stretches ·the· image ·too thin. · Howavar, he carries the 1mage 
'/ " 
. ·,·,, 
through to the ending,and. tlie last scene is -interpreted.as a regression 
• . 0 . . 
.. by B.eydon to "childhood dependence" on Alice (the mother), who cradles 
' . 
him in her lap, a fact that does n~t, necessarily indicate- only maternal 
,\ . 
. 
. 
instinct. In_ trying to ma~e Alice fit in as. a part of the .sexual fantasy 
• 
in ·Brydon's (James's) lite, Mr. Rogers.Niveals the slim basis for his 
. argument and exposes it to attack. To read his argument as the tra.e 
interpretation of the story.would be to see James as a _man with a defi-
nite sexuaJ problem that was constantly 1urking beneath the surface and 
--- :>9 
that exp].oded, after years of repress~~n, in this story. This hardl.y- .. 
. . ! ' . 
f 
seems an.accurate view. in consideration of James's earlier a.Di later work. 
C> 
Floyd Stovall. (1957) agrees with the "lon aspect" of the story· as 
4 .. , . 
enabling Spencer to accept himself. A.s he state~, "AJjce Staverton 
~understands him better than he UMerstands h1mseir.•45 Stovall's inter- · 
. / 
. . 
pi:etation of her in this light makes it po~si~le for her love to produce 
,~ ' . 
. l " .. * ' i 
"a common psycb1c experience" in which they both "see" the apparition. 
. . . r . . . 
Stovall f ~els. that "it is the :power of AJ ice's love, which is wholly 
unselfish, that has· determined the character or Brydon's strange adven- ,,.:.-
. 
' 
ture. It is. she who saves h:1m· from the ghostly past and later releases _t 
. ·•_ . ··~' ....... , ... ,-,-,_ ·-.. ..,,. -
\ 
. . ~ . . . 
his buried self." .When All®· states that Brydon has "come to himself_h ___ r 
she means that he has finally, through a type of conversion, ··recogntzed 
• 
-- ~ · h:I mself am her_ love, llbioh he now needs. . Stovall' s interpretation is · 
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~¢te cl.ear a.Di 1l8ll docum~nted. from the ster;r. · - HiS picture of Alice. 
puts her in the proper perspective.~· She is ·the faithful lover who has 
seen the.changes in Spencer·am has wait«l all_these years for. Spencer· 
. I ' / ' 
\· 
to ·recognize himself and to discover his· need of her love. -~I~ .this. •Y', ... : .. · .. .- .. 
-
. 
it.is not strange or unnatural tor her to perceive what is going on·in 
Spencer's mind. She lmGWS what' he was .like in the past, what he did for 
thi~y-three years··· in Europe, and what puzzles him· now.·. Since. he has 
,.' , ... : '·" ~ '··•/ ;r' ,_, ;,. • ' 
been. a·!constant visitor to her house and his one· des1re···has been to talk 
~ l. 
of himselr,·there is .notltj.ng unusual about her deep perception or his 
'·--:- .. ~ 
. pers·onality. Her steadfast love would always §erve as a bond betwaen 
. . 
them, making her dream less or an unnatural experience. All of these 
-
. 
facts make her an ·1nt~gril -part· of-~the story and an important link to 
.. 
disc6\.ery·ror Brydon. 
Qnentin Anderson (19.57) also dwells on· the love of Alice Sta.•t.1131. "· 
·! 
as an important, aspect or 'the story. He too reels that Spencer's "dis-
~• t• 1-.· ~· . 
co very• enables him to accept AJ 1 ce Sta verton' s love. However, Anderson 
'•· . 
believes that when AJ4ce "encounte:es this creature (the apparition) in , 
'\ 
. 
~ 
.·b•rudream or _the same hOlQI, , she in effect replaces him." 7 In other. 
·words-, Spencer takes on Alice's concept or life and forsakes the one ~• 
held on to for thirty-th~e years. It does not seem that James has-
\ 
... Spencer completely reject his o1d way. of J1fe, but rather that he recon-
. 
.. 't· . 
cil,es the two ways of life to·· become a complete ~IJ'l• · -- In this instance,· 
then, Anderson's statement goes too far.- Al.ice adm1ts .. she co11ld have · 
• 
1 ·;. ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' ~· ' • 
~-liked the "othe~" Spencer, and .~near' himself comes to "cOlllplete know-
..__,,, 
... - -··" 
. -~1edge,! which WOUJd. be· .. a cmbinat~on or his old ideas am his new ideas. 
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-.1merson~ belieTes -that the--"lcnovledge" ·refers olU.1' ~o Alice's ·new love, 
. , 
·- , -· --. I . .. . 1 ~ 
• 
. . j I , 
·'but it would make more sense if it meant that Spencer final.l.y understood . ,,, 
.. 
' ' 
. ·. 
,, 
.,_-,, 
"---~~-
' . -~ h1:rnself. Anderson al.so- contends that n1ove has borne. Brydon back a· -
. . 
•, ' 
-~ third of a Centur,r am given him an actual second chaneea 1148 Rather 
than going back, as· ·And~~on euggests, Brydon moves a.head. He -.ccepts 
all that he has·been and now turns to what will make up the most import@t 
part of his future - Alice Staverton. Her love, instead of pnl~ing b1m . r ,; ' ' 
"back," brings him_up to· the present and aJlows him to look to·the future· 
'~ 
··-----------------~--------:- ___ -without £ear or regret. -Anderson's ~is is partia:JJy correct in his 
-'"'. 
.. 
(. 
l __ )· 
11, . 
,,: 
• 
~tatement that "her acceptance. or ,his human limitation is in no way cen-
sorious. Nor is it coercive,"49 but he is wrong in seeing Alice as the 
·""lmowledge" that Brydon has co~e to. fulti J J ment, 0 .. 
-~ net the comp1ete flil fi J J ment. 
An-- interesting addition to the conception of Alice as a loTing· 
person who helps "complete'' Spencer comes .front Morton Zabel (1958). He 
•... too recognizes. Al.ice as loving Brydon in any- form, ··but his conclusion as 
to what effect this has. on Brydon-is a bit different from other critics. 
'• 
He believes'-~~hat Brydon•s "reconciliation comes less from what he h·as . ~ 
learned of himself than from what he discovers .Alice never needed to · .I • • • 
learn."50 This is a goc,d point to make, for Brydon has been so wrapped 
~ 
~ 
I up in himself that he has not given Alice much thought other than to 
aclmow1edge her _constancy.· Suddenly he real i zes that Alice is very per-
ceptive and that her inteJJi gence matches his. His acceptance of' f11s 
·-·,--ract·enables h:lm to,---reconcile himself to more than just _one aspect of ~: .,. . .. 
• i4_.. ........ his personal~ ty, -too. Now there is someqne to "sh&l:8" his knowledge 
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· As.was me~tioned in the/previous. chapter,.Charles Sanford (1961) 
. ~ I . 
( 
stresses t~e· use or the Fdenie theme by James. · In the character of I 
y ·, 
... - ~ .... "-··· 
,i 
Alice he sees---~ "intuitive ljfe force•• and she em~rges ·as an "Eve 
figure" to him.- This motif_ is continued according to Sanford, by James•s 
dei,cription of her as a "'pale pressed fiower'·who keery a garden oasis 
. . 
.... . ~ . 
. ·in 'the vast wilderness of the wholesale,' among the 1dre$dM multiplied. 
mmiberi:n.gs which • • • reduced the. whole place to some vast ledger-page, 
~-- ·--~
 o•W" ·-·•-•••••-•••••~•-•••-••HOO••o••••"••••••-~••••••-•--•••• ... ••••••-•••••••.••-••••••• ---•• •••••·-·--• •• 
·" ··- . . 
O 4 
overgrown,' fantastic, of' ruled am. orissi::rossed lines and figares. ,n51. ·. 
-----·· 
·In ~er role as the 1-J'i re force' · she "''"must bring Spencer back to society, 
-
"';,, ... , 
----'-'-'---- .. -----•~ she does by succes~:fu]J.y overcoming the obstacles of the house on 
¢ . 
"the jolly corner" and of. Brydon's own mind. Sanford also interprets 
-th~ir love ~s a "seXll.al love," which.would again place Alice in the role 
- ~.,.~-----........ -c=c--
I .. ·---•• ) 
. of a lover rather than a mother image. Sanford's conception or, Spencer's 
. I 
! 
,J .. , 
·-· 
.;.--· 
~ .. . - ' 
.., 
/J 
't .• 
"death a.nd rebirth"'·-~s that Alice did bring h1m back- to life, but through 
. \ 
her love, not through her maternal care. -r, 
Wa1ter Wright ,(1962) is also i_nterested in Alice's pe~eption; which 
he feels is more "prophetic" than Spencer's. Mt-. Wrigh~ states that 
AJi-ce is aware not onJ.r of Beydo:n, and his alter ego, but also "of yet 
- - - -- - - --· -- . ·-·-------·- ------·· 
another possible Brydon, for.when asked whether Brydon is 'as good as 
(he) might eVer have been,' she replies, 'Oh not Far from it. '"52 Mr. 
/,l 
. . 
-------:-.;- ·--·;.:--_, · Wright evidently thinks that Alice can ·see what Brydon .. is composed of, 
, ... , .... , ,.,,.,,., ..... ,.: 
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·~ . 
., i.e. the worldly traveler and the ·a1ter ego who would have been success- -
. ~ 
. 
. .. 
fu1 in America. Wright does note, hot"'7aver, that Alice is "djmJy aware•~ 
I 
· or_ possibly a. different Spencer Brydon, which lv!r. Wright, dQes not describe •. 
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The ijnport.ince-·-·o:r-nj-ce~_s ··:role, "ffien, lies -fii--her-help!rig ·the 'new··_Brydon 
. . 
;· . ' :" 
/ . . 
. ·, reconcile bjmsel.f to his new __ nse~~know1edgeo 99 She also reveals Brydon•s . 
· · .. Dew independence ·on her through her conversation with him and assumes a 
. stronger position-"in the story. · Mr. Wright accuratelj" observes that she 
-has come a· long way f~ Brydon's -firs·t1 description of her as a "delicate" 
........ ' 
. '\ . -- . ' .· -. . . . . 
:rl.ower. Now that he:r strong character is reveaJ.ed, it is necessary for 
.. , .. ~, . . -·· -· - --- - . . 
-------~ 
·her to !it tbis -role, because she will be the person who helps .Brydon . _ 
overcome his shock of discovery. Through her admi ssion __ .that she could 
... 
. have 1oved .eitlier man, she. is helping Bryd'on see ·part or himself in each 
... .. .. ,. -
man, and yet- another ma~ - a "new".Brydon -_emez:ging f'rom tJ}e whole ex-
--=-
peri en ee. Mr. Wright has.caught the essence of Alice's character in a 
~-
. ef 
. i 
--·description of several James "women", including Alice. "For each or; 
. \ .. 
. . 
these persons one could say, as James said of actual life, 'the affair 
• 
of the painter is not the j mmed.iate ~ is the ren-ected field or life 
J . -
} 
) 
••• ' (Preface to The Princess Casamassima). With each of them we do,. 
. - "'· . 
at times, have a sense of the immediate, but much more we hav& imag~s 
. . .. ·-~' 
to recall; for· the _infiuence ·of their words Ungers and becomes more _ 
-
meaningful. as the stories ostensibly turn to other things. Hence the· 
. . . 
( ' 
~radox that the ljmj.ting - the dimming - · has resulted in intensifying 
.,·· i., 
·_the portrait, in lighting up the essential features. 11.5'.3 
9 P•·· Q 
Alice becomes the'"prize" for Spencer Brydon in WiJJiam Breedman's 
. f 
·:----· ~· ------_- ----· ·(1962) interpretation of the story. Mr. Freedman~s theory is that !ames 
.- _., - -•-·-•·..-c,,,"',r~~.,_. 
'" 
· WOVf) his messages "into the texture of. the work" ard that the use of 
-certain words is what fina]Jy deve1oped the. mess~ge. In this case the· 
key words are "al+," "above al~," "every,~ "everything," "aey-," "a:rzyth:i.ng," 
,· 
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· _ "whole~" "nev~~·,.: ·"hone:,•-~ "nothing." Mr. Freedman ·aentenis that 
these word~ make up acertain·pattarn in the story and that "JUles's 
• 
fiction, existential at least to this extent, re~s on the pr$lnise that 
ex:J stence precedes essence. For James, terms often had no pre-existent 
essence or meaning, and the ll'Ork or art was necessary to es~blish it."54 .··. __ . 
From: ... thjs idea, Freedman points out how James used the terms t~ougho~t 
,· 
the story until Spencer finally reaches ••self-lmowled.ge," which is ~at· 
. I 
1 .. the terms ~eant to, bjm. The "self-knowledge" turns out to be having · . 
Alice Staverton as his own. "Thus the specific definition for Spencer 
-
.. 
Brydon. or ~aJJ,' of the 'everything' and 'everyone' of the first sentence 
is having Alice and 'being· himself - as he is.,,55 Mr. headman's_ theory 
' is interesting aixl it does seem to foll.ow through the story._ It makes 
Spencer's quest and disco-very even more vivid if-viewed _in this ·li.ght, 
I ... 
.. 
and it place~ the · proper importance on the final role of Ali ce. Sha is 
., 
a necessary element in completing Spencer Brydon's character, and, as . 
. ~ 
Mr. Freedman notes, she is finally called "his everything." He also 
notes brie·fiy that_ there, are some metaphorical references in the story, 
·~na or/them being The.New Testam;~t •. His ~ogy.to this is the recovel'Y' 
---soene: "Spencer Brydon lying effete, his head CUShioned in the lap of 
·Alice Staverton, Mrs. Muldoon 'lmeeling on the ground before h1m' -
.J 
~- irresistib4" evokes' the picture or Christ's descent from the cross."56: 0 . 
It is true that these references., are there, but · the metaphor has not 
• 
: ' .... 
-bee~ carried through the story and Spencer_is_definite:cy- not portrqed 
as ·a Christ-figure in· any place but this possible one. It is a good 
idea·, but James has not used such a metaphor in this story aid. the 
-
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reta~nce is- tea_ brief to be more ·than a -suggestion of a.n image. 
A brief .mention or Alice Staverton.-by-Dorothea Krock (1962) places 
her again in the r~le of the faithful lover~: Miss Krook also feels that 
Spencer Brydon is "c~eted by the love Pl'Oiferred '1:: h:lmat the end.by 
'' 
~ ' ,,. . ,
 
• . 'II - ' 
' . • ... '-"'" 
the woman Bose faith in him through the years has bean as steadfast--~ , 
-
' 
. J 
'. ~-
. -
., 
! . 
I . 
! 
' ; 
j . 
-~-~ ---
•c. I 
it W&S inteJ J :i gent. n57 This CODD118nt EJ98JDS to follow .. ::. the ge~e;al concemnl.8 --- -----
. 
' ,. . 
''"· 
.. -of opinion on Alice's character. She is portrayed by James in those three 
ad,jectives - ••faithful," "stead.fast", and "inteJJj gent." 
._.,a 
• 
Maxwell Geismar (196 :3) also cal J s Ali ce ~gentle, good, (i.nl\ t,acttal" -
,. 
in his brief citation or her role in the tale. ~ain, revealing her love 
. 
. 
for Spencer in any form, she "accepts.the majmed specter also because it 
r . ', 
is his, Spencer Brydon•s.1158 Even though Mr. Geismar's interpretation 
-
, or th~ tal.e is strained in parts, he is correct in his statement about 
Alice. Her acceptance of the ghost because it is Spencer's is actually 
one of ·tae most logical th,ings to declare from her conversation about it. 
She 1'()U1d have liked Spe~cer in any form, so why would this rorlll be 
., .-:.L 
objectionable to her?· 
/ 
/ . 
-u~ing the "confidante" as the center or her analysis, Sister M. 
Corona Sharp (1963) dwells on Alice's penetrative powers. She, too, 
i 
COIIIDlents -on--Alice-'-s--ltl.ove-,1t_ "sy.mpathy" and "deepest_ devotion •. ~---:~ ___ Sist-..a_r _______ _. 
- ·-f .• -, .... 
Sharp has cited several-characteristics of the "confidante" am she 
. 
\ 
. ·:notes thatr-Alice has most or them. "She functions tachnicaJly as a 
i. me~ of exposition and dramatizations as a character she is sympathetic 
' 
"-·-;.r. '.• . to, and. urderstanding of the connicts ·or her confider; her role is cast 
,. __ 
as the_ secom consci~ness, whose place it is to supplement the insights · · ·· · 
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' (.! 1·· 
_ g~1ned by the •center.' In ertler-_to ·ru,'. ·+Jiis · ril•, her nn inteJJ1gence 
... -1;···1c;en am her imagination is vivid. n59 One of the main qualitieS of . 
/ 
'.::> 
the confidante is her sympathy for the confider, and A:li ce sympathizes . 
vi th Spencer to the point where · she enters into hi'is) ideas. -Sister Sharp 
notes that Alice possesses "an 1magination of which her mild .irol'lY' is 
born,_and which is bold enoug~_to have ·created an ideal for Spencer 
Beydon. n66 The ideal is the "might-have .. been self" which Spencer gets · 
involved with in the old house. Through his confidences to her, she is 
. ~ 
. 
abl~ to penetrate his "second c~nsciousness" and share his .ideas. Sister 
,..sharp ·also agrees with -the theory· of Alice's powr of divination,. which 
she th:l nlcs c.omes from this "sympathy of their DQ.nd.s. " However, her con-
' / ; 
clusion about .Alice does not fit.what James has written. Sister Sharp 
. 
. 
believes that lib.en Al.ice described-her reaction to.the ghost,_she pitied 
.. 
h1 m out -of love !or Brydon. "Why n~~, for if Brydon had remained_ in New 
York and turned out like that, he stjJJ might have given her the chan~e 
~ · 61 -
.te marry b:tm, which in. t,Jrls wq she has lost." If anytbjng, the story 
.• 
--points out the possibil1 ty of the couple's getting together after the 
experience, n9t--separating. Spencer's words, ''Keep/me," do not sound 
• 
, like parting words. Sister Sharp has misread Jam,~'s description of 
-Alice by dwelling on-words that mean one thing -in contex.t, and another 
by themselves, i.e. "selfishness." Alice is a strong~character, am. her 
) . ~ 
. 
strength is revealed in her inte] Ji gen~e, perceptiveness , __ and sympatbJ°. 
I~ is J1ot ··necessarily her ''love" that "penetrates surf aces," but rather 
her keen mind and her powers of observation. Sister Sharp also comments-
" . . 
·• 
that in the- ~aracter of Alice it appears _that Jam.E!s is "making a final_ 
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et:tort to ·exalt··the woman ·as a ve;ssei. purified or ~ dross, an aJaos't 
· ethereal. being endowed with divine goodness and _forgiveness. The older 
,James is subl1mating _his own. friendships, .and perhaps castigating hi•-
... 
self tor··his own withdrawn and int:rospective _manner. The author's-
'&f'" 
. 
normal sense has talcen wings and borne him into a realm of romantic 
. ranoy, where, in default of &Jl1' other reward, unselfishness is its own . 
compensation. "62 Her statement concerning subl:tma~on 'of' friendships 
places the story 'on a personal level, and James does not seem to be 
doing that with the character of Alice. Nor does he ap~ar to be casti-
gating his own actions in life through Alice and Brydon. Sista~ Sharp 
has ·become·· too involved with· the "moral sense" of the story,. It is not 
his own life or the "divine" aspect of women that James is revealing in 
this story, but rather a man's discovery- of .himself with the help of~a 
~ highly -perceptive woman. Siste:r Sharp's "confidante·" is .too unre-1 and. 
too good to .be true; Alice 1is iauch moi-e human than that • '-
.. Krishna- Vaid (1964.) believes that Alice functions. as a faithful.: 
loYer and. that her love e is one-of the strong points of the story. He 
• . , • 
~, / 
'·!>" 
notes sever~l tiJlles that Alica loves Brydon and would have loved him~ 
matter what he might have- been. Vaid believes that she is an integral 
\ 
·-· part of the romantic aspect in Brydon and the tale. "The scene of their 
' 
tender co~versation in which they compare note_s and exchange endea:rments · 
... ' ..... .:: ... ~- .... __ . is .one of-~.the ~ost movi~g, and one of the rarest, love scenes in the ~ 
' .... 
:. / -
. " 
'. · · wide exp~e or Jam.es•s works.n6J Her pity for the ghost is for 11soae~~-
vho has indirectly brought them together,"64 and Vaid believes that she 
sees al] the possibilit~es and results of Brydon's character at· this 
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. 
' 
·-nt. i He alse belieTeS in .the sext1al 1ove theme· at··the conclusion of ,? -
···--. _ .... __,,___,__.___ 
the sto?7. "Brydon is reborn, ·and the sweetest .fruit of_ this rebirth- is 
the consunnation of his lo1'8 for Alice St·avertone n65 Mr. Vaid succeeds . · 
. 
, . 
. in s9ei.l'lg the story :troa a 'ommon sense" point of v18w. He rejects 
~ 
-
. 
many of the psycho-analytical· interpretations because of·their ·"distor-
. tion" .. or the story, and his end result. is a carefully documented and 
eminently sensible interpretation or .Al:ioe's role in the story.· 
Alice Staverton°s dreams are considered as a problem in Earl._Ro,rit's 
(1965) interpretation. Rovit does not feel that this part of the story 
. has been discussed satisfactorily. Mr. Rovit does not think tliat Alica's 
N 
final dream can be tossed off as 8'extrasensory communication" because .. 
there has not been adequate preparation· for it in the story to convince · 
the reader. He does not believe that dreams alone could reveal such 
d'9tails as the fingers and- eyes to Alice, _so that she must fit into the 
story in another capacity •. · Mr.· Rovit .introduces the idea of a "third 
part of a single total. consciousness" for Alice;. "on this level or sym~ · . . 
.. 
bolic identity, she may represent the conscience,_ the integrating spirit, 
the princip1e .of divine love ~ch makes selfhood possible in the fullest 
sense."66 Alice is something more "real" than 1what Brydon is trying to 
chase and 'disoo:ver, and she is "closer to the surfae~ of conscious reality 
-. ;i.:' ' 
·than the dim apparition which is dredged out of the hidden corners or 
Brydon's4P9rsona.Jity-structure."67 !lice is also linked to Brydon by 
her "spirit of the past" and yet she ~s capable of coping Wi.~h the "money-· 
mad" world when the need arises. · To Rovit, she acts· as· an "integrative I 
spirit of past and- pres~ntt_" enabliiig Spencer to break_ out of his "guilt" 
., 'j 
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Alice in this·role who.leads Brydon _to a final confronta~on and accept .. 
ance or the alter !,gOs, which allows him to escape from the guilt of'-. · 
rebe~Jirig against his father in his youth and_ from leading an inadeq_uate 
' . 
life. As for llice 0s etdre~," Rovit believes ·that it is the final. inte-
grative process in the story. "On one level of allegory, ·the· 'mother• 
- ' 
·intercedes· with the wounded 'father' that the son may live. On a.dif-
. :~ 
.... ~'I"' 
•• 
':',. k·. 
r. 
, ·rerent all$gorical key, the •spirit' (•conscience,' 'd1vi~~o'VE!').i$_. ~,·----··er-- = 
able to accept and absorb the raw. thrust or nature ('lust'' 'greed t' ., 
'justice'), and the total Spencer Brydon- is reformed into a unitary 
whol~.•68 · Thus, Mr. Rovit vieW the whole 'ttle as an allegory with . 
. 
' ~ - -- >..:····------··--::-,---,~--------------.-.... -.--:-----;---;-_-....,-:7----'---
·pn va te" allegorical references. Mr~ Rovit\s theory is attractive!° . 
. , and h~ c8:'1:t'ully ties up any loose ends that appear in the story, but 
hi~ allegorical interpretations. are too "private" and complex,. mald1ig 
the story into something more than James wrote into it. To "place Alice 
. .f in the role of the mother interceding for a son in the archetypal battle 
between rather and son is to read too much into the story. Her ~/le as : 
.... 
r· 
' ;..._;_. 
. \ 
. ~ / _/ } 
an integrative spirit absorbing the material thrust better suits her 
character, s~nce James had alre~dy described her in this role earlf in 
the story. It appears that Mr. Rovit has taken too many other ideas and 
tried to mold them to the character of Alice i-n a new and diff ere1nt way. 
I 
I 
James, however, did not make Alice that complex, nor did he write such 
a "hidden" allegory in the tale. His writing is rich enou~ in •eaning 
. 
. . I ' I 
without adding the burden-or "private" allegories to it. 
. ' \ \ 
· John Clair (1965) has wri:tten the most recetit,ori.tieim oi Allee 
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· · ·· .• · · St~verton, proposing a :most. f'~tastic interpretat:i~?l ~~.~..,r role in "The 
---. ~ -- --·--·------- -
___ .. ____ .. ___ ------· 
. i • Jolly Corner." · 
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-~ . . ·.·At t,he outset it is suggested that. he:r objective is Bryd~n , - hjmselr and the security and companionship which bis 'capture~ · ~presents.o·· This is· not to insist, hoifever 9 that her motives . · .. are entirely ·selfish.9 for not· only dqes she realize~ as · Ralph Pendrel0 s ~gp.nt~. realiz&ss, that her quarry needs help~ but ·she· appoints herself the agent of his 0:rescue0 _andS) by staging . ii- · nearly tragic Harlequ.inade, · succeeds in plac1ng herself illk , . ,the center or Beydon°s affections and possessionso Th® preJf · ;_'-ponderant part i'ithich Wea Staverton plays in the tale indicates ·her,importance dramatically as Beydon°s antagonist o o o The ;:·· .. · '~crescendo0 · of the· malaise is marked by the appearance of the _,_~~·.~,_-_ :· · !gho_~t0 9 but I feel_ that· the cl.1max of the ironic comedy· is in ·· ·· ~, · · the .final. scene, in which .Al.ice, .. taking an enormous risk, clinches her success with a horrendous lie. 1169 
····Mr. Cl.air•~ suggestion that A.lice is out to "capture" Brydon sets the 
tone··of' his essay, which he tries vaJ1 antly to follow .through •.. He be- -
.. 
lieves that· her ability to "'battle when the chaJJenge was to the Spirit'" 
is utilized in trapping Spencer, her "quarry." But James does not de-l, 
scribe Alice'in terms of a hunter; it is Brydon who is the hunter, a 
very, secretive hunter. Clair's words to describe Alice are actuaJJy 
James•s words describi_~ Brydon. Mro Clair also contradic~ .... ;himselr by ·· 
. ,. 
• ·.,:;..r .' - . 
' 
r 
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·I 
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.!:..- • l. . . .. 
(I 
_. 
stating that Alice ·does··not have selfish ~otives, and then revealing how. . ' \ . 
. . 
, 
···- -····" 
. 
. 
J 
she forced Brydon to fa]] into her arms, a statement·which vividly sug~ 
·gests selfishness~ Whether she was motivated for love or money; if Clair 
. ·· .,.:/'~tates that she plots to g~t Brydon and place "herself in the center or 
Brydon'sa.ffeetions and possessions," both motives are self-centered. 
Mr.· CJ..aj r also ,plaC!3S Alice in the role of "antagonist." He forgets. , j.,,· 
. ·completely that the tale concentrates on the outside world as:Spencer•s. 
- _.~S:gonist ~ and f:"inal.ly, the ghost as an antagonist. It is at this point 
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~ -. that Mr. Clair reads t ~ ~ llltteh into the ·stor,. --/in~lttadly-, Alic.a is per-
---. - - - ---'----·_:----- ~ -- - -~- - f\."-, ~-- . 
-- f· -
~ 
- . .. ' ·, 
ceptive enough to see wat,~s happeniilg to Brydon, ~t-Cl..m trie~ to- ·· 
point out that her ~pe:rception ,i~ used agains~ Brydon,. not for him. Mr. · 
. . . -.. " . 
Clair feels _ that Allee• s ~mark con~erning her vision of the ghost is a _ 
·,, 
.• ' ·~ ' 
· ·•gomic dialogue;" howaver, his "proof" rests on the assumption that Al1ce 
-_ is lying _ about what s~e saw and that she evades Brydon' s questions·, con"'t . 
cernirlg the ghost because "her need is for a ghost to fit ce:rtain $peci-
. -
fications.•7° What Mr. Cl.air doesn't see is that his stat~ent is as 
i) . 
- temious as the ghost, and it. is in AJj ce's 'final description of the 
ghost that p~~ of her vision is provided-. Alice's "'indiscretion,'" 
in /C!l.ajr's mind, is that she arrived at the house at no~n, but was not 
I 
• I 
I 
·· to meet Brydon until one o'clock,. thus creating a strange impression on 
the reader. It is true ·that this is a. .difficult point to justify, but· 
since Alice admits that she had a dream in "the cold dim dawn" in which 
• 
the "ghost" had appeared to her, and that she was aware or Brydon's · 
- ~octurnal ·visits to the house, it is not so strange that she would want 
._ l 
i 
:.-.. 
.- to inform Brydon or the dream, and,1 discovering that he had not ··returned 
. ( . . 
to his hotel, would search ro~ him in the most· likely place. Mr. 
- in attempting to be different, fails in his depiction or Alice as a 
schemer and liar. He raises questions about the .results of Alice's 
-"deception,~ a point which suggests that perhaps Mr. .g]..aj r _<lo~~~--~~~-~ 
.. 
. ' 
complete his characteriz·ation of Alice Staverton enough to convince the . 
:reader ~himself. _Whatever the case, the statement that the "critic's_. 
relegation of Al.ice's role to that of a felicitous bystarder has obscureQ. 
the basic dramatic conO.iot,"n.reveal.s Mr. Clair's lack or,~rception, 
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·for the ~sic_·~•~t" is not ·!l1ae Staverton. .vs. Spe~cer Brydo~, but ~ 
-· '· --- ---~-· . __ · ---------:~-~--<"'_-----·-··------------· :· ... r,? ·.-·---+--~=~}. ~ l • 
• 
' ' 
I ,.,... ' . 
I . 
. S~ncer Brydon . vs. the past and himself. 
.. ·~ Al.ice Staverton, then, emerges a.s a :woman et more_depth'than was a . 
. . 
. 
'/ 
first credited 1her. She is~. finally revealed. as a highly perceptive 
--- L 
· wmnan who :..i,s extremel.3r sensitive -to Spencer Brydon•s feelings. It is 
this perception that enables ·her to pr,obe Spencer's mind and to conclude 
. ' 
',, 
where his _thoughts will eventually- ~e b'i·m. Since /yice is with Spencer . · 
every day, there is no reason why she ~u1d not.be aware or the change 
in attitude in the man. Perhaps to· others Spencer·'couJd put up a front, 
but to W.ce, who has known hjm int1matel.3r, the constant preoccupation 
with the "mighteahaveabeen19 would naturally be a source of worry to her. 
She i_s also ·nsubrierged" in Spencer's life in a sense, and it would not 
be unnatural for.her thoughts and even her dreams, to center o~ "th:• 
.. 
tb:ings Spencer was concerned with; thus the dream might not be such an 
unbelievable event at that. 
' ' 
Critical opinion also points to Alice as a woman of depth. Those .,. 
who believe Alice's role is that of a "lover" -(Rosenwig, Stoval], Beebe, 
Amerson, Zabel, Sanford, Krook, Geismar, and Vaid) may vary in.their 
,-··•-"'?' 
,· 
interpretations of her love, but they admit ~at the love element is · 
definitel.3r an integral part of' the storyo Placing A:Jice in the role of 
.. a mo~er 1mage as Schroeder does, is too 11m:l.ting, and it ... forces the 
story to· conform to that interpretation,· which it cannot do. Cla1 r's 
.. 
idea of Alice as a plotter and decei var is even worse, for he excludes · '· 
many im.port,µit facts about Brydon in· his concentr_ation upon Alice. Per-
haps those Ct?-tias-· who, COJllbine Y:i81f8 can be considered the .lllOSt sensible. 
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Th.91' realize that James is_ not a •an of one idea only and that his· 
. ---· - - -····- .. - ' ...... ·-·-··--· - - . . . - -· . 
characterizations are notably complex •. This type of interpretation. 
must also be applied to Alice Staverton. She camlo:t, 'be catalogued and 
,, 
-·' 
classified .as good or bad, lover or mother; _she must be :viewad--in·aJJ 
· :f'aC8ts of her personality and from the point of character developaent 
(' 
in the story. Finally, James's method of writing must always.be con-
si~ered, and the critic must remember that James's C'!haracters were 
f . . . 
4tsuaJJy- higJ:,ly deva~oped. _It is t1:1,is·characterization that is embodied 
in AJ1ce -Staverton - lover, mother, and source of intelligence •. 
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/ PROBING THE PAST , . 
. . ~. 
The str11cture ',ot "The Jolly Corner" is .such that the reader ·aCC1111ll1• 
. 
. _ :;I.ates bits of lmowledge as .the story develops and eventually_ fits them . 
. . 
together to solve James's "puzzle." The idea of a "search" for the past 
is introduced quite early in the tale, but 'in\s.cattered phrases, and not 
with the implication that this is·~o lead to tp.e_main confiict, i.e. 
Spencer Brydon•s confrontation with the "ghost" of himself. Through 
. ~ 
. 4 . 
. these first innunendos James build~ the desire to search for the past,. 
, and, sldJJfully using the house on "the jolly co~~r" and a "hunter-beast•-
• .t;p ~'.,, . 
image, manages to convey a tone o~ suspense lmich builds to a frightening 
climax. These aspects of the story are worthy of considerati-on by tham-_ 
selves. 
Since the movement or timEt, in "The Jolly Corner~ is so iniefinite, ·, 
it is up to the reader to interpret the movements of Spencer Brydon from 
his arrival in America to the fateful search in his house. It is apparent 
in James's initial description or Brydon that the visit to America had a 
d~aJ purpose; superf'ioiaJJ-y- he came to take·oare of his "property", but 
,. \ ·'-
the "finer truth" was that he had an urge to see· a.rd feel the past in 
the house on ''the jolly corner." James ~vea.J,s more about Brydon'~ _ 
"search" when Alice tells Spencer that he missed his···calJing by_ going to· 
Europe as a young man. That this idea had already occurred to Brydon is 
. . 
brought out in his reaction to her comment : "He was to remember these 
words, while the weeks lapsed, for the small silver ring they had so~ed- - . 
.,, 
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oYe~---~•. queerest: ~ deepest of ~s own lti,t•11" most d1sgui,;ed and. most· 
,,., . . 
. . . -
muffied ·vibrations" ·'(pp. ,548.,549). James then relates that Brydon first ·:. 
- \ ...... , 
started',te>. _prol?e into.,.t,he past "the first fortnight" after his arrival •. · 
• '>. I •" ••· ,, 
.~ .... 
He has developed ~e search in his mind to the point whe~·he meets "soma 
strange figure, some unexpected occupant, at at~ of one of the d~m 
. . . 
passages -or-----in empty house" (p. .549) •. He has even intensi~ed that 
thought, imagining.a scene where he meets the "presenceH after "opening 
- a door behind which he would have_made ·sure of findjng nothing, a door 
in~ a ro~ shuttered and ·void"--(p • .549) .• 
~ It becomes more clear when Brydon takes AJ:i ce~to . ~e · house that he 
"had his re~sons lln _ keeping the house vacant} and was groW"ingly aware 
of them" (p • .549). The reasons, of course, are that he needs the house 
vacant to conduct his search in private. James also reveals that Brydon 
has been coming to the house "quite absurdly of'ten" and that he has 
,·· revealed these visits to no one, not even Allee Staverton. It is :rurtb.er 
. developed that Brydon has "stowed" a pack of candles in a sideboard for · 
his
1
y.j.sits in "the 'evil' hours." Brydon even speaks to Al.ice of "the 
impalpab1e ashes or his long-extinct youth, an.oat in the very air ·like 
microscopic motes" (p. 552), a comment which states an additional motive · 
• I ' 
for his search. James danpletes the set-up by describing the house as 
"an Egyptian tomb" upon the couple's emergence from it. Thus, the house 
t 
becomes the center of Brydon's seareh--for a past am perhaps his own 
"~ost." 
Jame,s.develops the intensity or Brydon1 s.thoughts through his·con-
. - ·'5'J 
versation with Alice "a few days after" the visit to the house. The idea 
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now becomes a "strange alter ego·," which is precisely what _Brydon ha~ 
. ~ . 
._ -~Deen ·searcliing··-ror-··1n --the·-nouse·_: __ ai- nignt-;-·--~---using-··the-···tems- --- 6'monstrous , n-- · --- · -· 
. "hideo~s," and "offensive~ to dese~ibe 'the imagina.~ alter ~go, James is '."• . 
able to ~make an easy transition to the beast jmage actuaJJy in the house. 
, . 
· As Brydon ''hunts , " . "roams,'' and ••stalks H-~·-thro~gh the ho~se, ~e becomes 
-~--- _________ ~--- ... _.·,·c··-~:.,.-~-------·-·------ ___ g~:g.g~~ -~P ¥1 his -4~~ of "the hunt" and even goes to the extrt;tme ., of - __ 
... . . . ' . ~ . . : ., - . - - - -· ,, . ' - _,_, .. -·, - .,_, ___ , ··- . . . . -·- . ,.._ .-- .,, - ....... ······ --~-- ...... ·- .. • ..... ·------------ ·----~-~':.i ... ~--~---._.--- -----· 
. ··-- ' 
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.. 
r. 
hiding behind a door, "holding his b"'ath and living in the joy of-the 
instant, the supreme suspense created by big game alone" (p •. ,561) •. Ha 
associates his search.with "Bengal tiger-shoots" and hunting "the great 
bear, of the Rockies." Gradually, it is, he that becomes a beast, -''an 
incalculable terror,'! a "monstrous stealthy cat" (note th~ trse of ·mon-
. . 
· strous") and he "wondered .. if he wo1;Jd have -glared at these moments with 
. large shining yellow eyes, and what it mightn't !verily be, for the poor 
,. 
hard-pressed alter !go, to be conf~onted with such a type" (p.- .562). -
The house -is again ·included in this· imagery and the rear rooms are the· 
"very jungle of his prey." · ~'-
. . ' 
James again turns the tables by having the "ghost ~·stalk Brydon after 
man.y of his nightly visits. The. ch&..1-ige in atmospb.ere is so noticeable 
to Brydon that he can pinpoint it 1:rrom a particular hour." He drops his 
"campaign" for three nights, .. but on its resumption, he is still being 
. . 
tracked, and ·it is his turn now to be "kept in sight" by the ·ghost. In 
~ ! 
,pie face of th1s frighte~_ng observation, Brydon tries to reassure him .. 
self with "1ogic" concerning the hunt. He tells himself he has "hunted· 
.birn tiJJ he has •turned': - ·-that, up ~ere, is what has happened - he's· 
th~ ~anged_ or antlered alllllal brought_at1 last to bay" (p. 564) •. Forcing 
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. :t,imsetlf_- --~- keep uP, the_ pretense of "the -~unt.,'' Beyd.o:n. tells himself that 
--
,. ' 
- ---~ -- - .. __ -- :-- -- --
,- he .w.ill not-leave before his- usual hour, about two···o1cio_c_k ___ in thfJ mor~ng·. 
I , 
,. 
, 
· His __ fear becomes so great in this ~im~ that he loses conscio~sness severU 
_-__ _ _ ______ times • U:pon··finding a-. door that he had left open now closed, he com$S to 
·. ~ . 
• Jo. .... ,• 
.. ·--~ --. -------· .. , .. , _____ '.""" __ -----~ --
(,,.. 
<· 
·; 
. ~ ~ .... - ~ .. -.. , 
......• ,i. 
the reaJj~zation that he is no longer in-control. He still considers the 
. 
. 
. , 
· ~ghost" as a beast, ''shut up. there, at bay·, defian~" .(p •. ·.569),- but ha is .. 
no longer capabl~ of a~ting an:l "not to have acted - that was the mise~ 
and · the pang" (p. .569). 
" 
. From this point in the· story, Brydon retreats and James builds the 
- fear in Brydon through a description. or several incidents in the house. 
After· ~e endountel' 'With the closed door, it becomes evident that Brydon 
'· 
must "save 'face" by moving around on the upper ~~ors befQre f'ina1ly 
•, 
retreating. He returns to the front or the house 'Where there is light· 
and, hopef'uicy, some form o\ life, "a scavenger or a thief, som.e rd,_ght-
-
-
bird however base" (p. 570), or even a policeman, but aJJ is a "great 
grim hush'' and the houses present "a sort of sinister mask" to bim. He 
knows the depth or his re~ Wen he decides that he wou1d_ climb down from 
the fourth fioor window if there.were any possible means or escape. 
There is still a strong urge to see if the door is st:i J J closed, 
but upon retracing his steps, ···Brydon cannot look at -th~ .door, for he 
• 
> 
kn~ - "yes, as he had never known ·anything_~ that, should he see the 
:-
.. door open, it would aJJ too abjectly be the end or him" (p. p2). His 
I 
fear ha~ such control of him _at this_point that he-would conbnit suicide I 
. 
. 'f, . 
by jumping from the front window if he saw the door open. 
The -house. again becomes the main image -in ·spencer's retreat ani the _ 
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rooms· and pass·Qes which were once so friemly- .now beeome "gaping roOJ11S• . 
-----·-- ------·----·--·---
and "sounding passages." His vision, which once probed the d~rk house, 
is gone, and he "bl.,indly" makes. fo~ the stai~s. Just the fact that the 
t ' . .. 
-- ·· sound or his · f.ootsteps is a sound of retreat reassures Brydon and he is· 
,::•, 
. ., 
able to "gasp" with reli~f when he reaches the ·rirst landing(!) Again 
JaJnes: links. the .. house to .Brydon~ s .state~ or~ mj nd, describing the . ropQ ___ ---------.. --~------·--··----
~ . as "mouthe or caverns" and the skylight over the stairway as "the crown . 
' '
 
• 
.. r 
•• -l_.-
of the deep welle" As Brydon drops, .the atmosphere becomes a "watery t ', . . 
underW'orld"' and there are ''zones" leading to "the bottom or the sad." 
It is in ·-this r1na1-·stage, or terror and retreat that Brydon will confront 
the "ghost."_ 
. ~ 
To F. o. Matthi assen (1944) the· ·house on "the jolly come~" is a ·· 
.~· . 
. 
result of James's "incredibly developed pictorial sldJJs." He believes · 
that James was able to create such a picture_of fear because "imaging a 
house that was unquestionably destined to be torn down soo;n .. to make way 
for apartments, he was drawing on a peculiarly intimate sense of his own . 
past, .on his memories of the leisurely old, New York that he felt had been 
,.,t·--,,,. 
· obliterated by the rising city.n72 The fact that James takes such pains 
-
.. 
to create such a house as a symbol of Brydon13 s past coincides with 
., . 
(I 
---------'-,~--~Y-v.w--. __ .essf;ln~s .comme~ts, and undoubtedly adds to the strong feeling. that 
~id.on has. for the old house.· 
.~7 Fdw:ln Honig (1949) believes that the search for "some relic of his 
. \ 
_: __ .-~ - -pa.st who~e insis~nt force' gradually cl.aims his whole consciousneSsn7J 
J 
. . ..,,. .. ~ - - - -- -~·· 
I -._..,tf. "-· 
is part ~r "James•s rituaJ romance." The character must withdraw "from. 
the ~Oci~ty o! the world, which is invariably hostile to the ideal."74 
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. . 
ard realize the past. This is-pr&cisely what -Spencer Bry~on attempts-
- -
-~ .. ,,i£;'-· 
. 
. 
~ house being remodeled to the house on "the- jolly corner" to ·· show how 
.,,,1c ..• 
"unconsciously he ir.vdoril is neeing the outhl'd ~ incomplete]i re ... 
'v 
leased disguise of his other. seJ.r."75 He- cannot "completely accept him-
~ sell as a successhl.. businessman and must~ :reveJ.Wt to. th~ ~~~- ~n _the ... old., -- --·----~· -- .---~·· ·-"s--•• _, .•• , ...... -.·······"' .. --_--- ... ,., ......... -~·· -~·..,..;,-..:...,..;-.. -~-------,- -~=·--··c __ , .... _~-..c...-.,-• .. ·., .• , ... :". ..•.•.. r· - -----. _, , •. ·-··-· - -- -.. ~. ----.,r--.... - ........... - ~,- . -·- .. - - . -- . . ..... ...... ... --- ~ . - ·~·-, . • . -.. - -· 
... 
"'" ..... 
. ' 
... --- . ., .. -·····-· .. , ............ -· .. 
. 
... 
M ...... nntouched house. Mr.· Honig believes that Alice Staverton.,,,,.sees·ispencer's . ... 
-
-
rewlsion ·w1th his "riew'' ·talents, and "fioods his conscience,'' with the 
truth that he has refused to aelmowledge; "it is not only the vulgar ~· . 
. 
. 
world outside which is so impervious to 'a man's liability.to decent 
_feelings;'· it is much rather the vulgar world in himseir to which he 
must 1ook, either :tor hiS own destru.ction Or his own salvation. n76 In · w 
· his search through the house on the final night, he suddenly realizes , 
,~, _;-
his "split totality'' a.rd., according to Mr. Honig, one of the two parts 
. 1111St be sacrificed by its emergence. However, to act would mean a "walk ... ,· , 
~nto madness" for Brydon and he suppresses his "courage" a.Di retreats. 
, 0 To Mr. Ho~g the retreat is not foolish because Brydon retreats to his 
childhood, llhere he will resolve the question in another way. 
Robert Rogers (19.56), in brushing aside the faet that the house is 
the one of Brydon's childhood, has ignored· an important point of inter-
pretation. He contends.that the alter ego has ·led a •separate existen~el 
.--: 
during Brydon' s Europaa.n -~ars, and that 00there is- no emphasis of any: .. · 
t strong or _special re~son at the story'level for the alter ego to be 
sotl.ght at ~his pu.ticuJar plaee.tt77 Onvthe contrary, this is the logi •....... .' .... 1"'•"1····· 
,, 
_ cal pl.ace to-. search, for Brydon thjnks of the house as a part or his past, 
,;" 
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mt· .tlu, .. gh:st a began to develoJ> vJ1en he ieft the houe 1n' his 70uth. 
As a yoling man he would have stayed in this house -and developed, ··so- why 
not expect the "ghost". to be there? Mr. Rogers has other plans ror the 
. 
. 
. 
· house, though, and he views it as a mother image~ "a. return to the womb 
d - .. • 
"-
in phantasy." In thit$ context he interprets the search as i?d,icative of 
, I • 
__ ,_ 
' 
---·--··--·; . ---:~---,·-·"_,.-.,.,,_~ ........... - .. Brydon•-s --''regressive,,_ .womb-se_eking" nature as opPQS.~. tC)_ 1:b.~. aggressive, 
' I 
I 
I 
.. . •-.•. 
.. 
... -- . ---·····----·-·-.. -:--... --~-- . ~---"--"'--------:- . 
"' . ..: 
beaf?t-like" nature of the ~ter ego, who is symbolized in the renovated 
house. From this viewpoint, Mr.· Rogers move~ on to the~doors as a con-
' 
. 
tinuation ·or the rsr~_nine symbol'; "Brydon associates opening doors with 
.. '[ .. , 
me~ting his alter. ego, his a1ter ego being n'\t, the -~eudi an Ego ~_,but the 
' 
. 
Id, the· pb~JJjc, i~tinctual. side o:r his personaHty-.n78/ · To ~iterate . 
; all or the phaJlic and r-Eldi(nine · symbols Rogers discovers would be too 
. 
' 
. 
lengthy,. but .. he. struggles admj rably to carri out the j mage -or the womb' 
• 
_even connecting Mrs. Muldoon to it. In this "womb" the a1ter _!,gO lurks, 
a.rd he, too, is given a sexual interpretation. To Rogers ha· is symbolic· 
of several thitlgs: "the ~ale penis, crouching - ready to spring - in a,· 
dark,jungle or pubic hair;n79 HellrY James, Sr.•s "hallucination" of a 
-·--y 
,. ~ ... ,_. .• 't . •• ), 
-· ------·------ .. -· . -
• 
~··,.i, 
" -., 
I 
.. 
"beast-like creature;" Henry James, Sr. as a father :image; and Will:!am 
,. 
James as an overshadowing artistic force to Henry,. Jr. The whole story 
\ . . 
is an· autobiographical and ~b-conscious rendering or James's fears and 
. 
. 
. 
? 
- . 
inhibitions if read according· to Mr. Rogers's views. Rogers has blown 
theG image or proportion at this point, and the interpretation collapses. 
" 
' 
.I. 
Qu.entin Anderson (195?) takes a different view or Spencer·Brydon's 
. 
search. The previously discussed subject or Brydon's "Form" is what 
--,=-~ 
\ . .-_......, ...... 
leads .him into the house. Mr. Anderson states that Brydon "asks this 
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... question in what may be caJ]ed\·\~8 classic James,ian mora1 sitWltion: 9 the . 
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. . ' . 
under the aegis or f(?stering love and thereby discovers his form.or 
·style."80 It.is through °t}l.e "house of lif'~11 that James presents_his 
.· . 
. ' 
. 
"most.inclusive.emb1em for the archetypal human situation: 
' 
' 
-- ·attempts to take possession or the house 0£ lite, bttt finally learns 
} -
I ' ,.):..... .... . 
.. . .. ' "" .. . . . .. . - - ··- .. 
.-
that it is· his task to celebrate "1t. . What he celebrates is not partic-
uJ ar forms, but the current of life which creates for.Dl, the ·•reverber-
ant' nux of' creation itseir. 1181 This idEta can be applied to Brydon's 
. 
relentless "tracking" of the ghost and constant question of what his 
•ii 
"Form'' might-have-- been-.···-·-·- --'l'he-~only-po-int that- -would---not-- fit--Mr-. -Anderson'-s------
;,,f 
interpretation is that,James has Brydon wish for.the house to be destroyed 
" 
· before he come~ to complete real j zation. If the ''house of life°' _is still 
part or the story, then there must be a transition somewhere between the 
actual house "a.rd a house built in Brydon's mind. Perhaps a better way 
to appzy Mro Anderson's image is that the actual house does come down 
after Brydon's experience, but that Brydon's mental image· of.the house 
- ' 
. 
has. changed, making it no· longer necessary for him to reliye aD1' part of . 
,.,.,, the past there. 
/ 
Morton Zabel (195e) sees .·the house as a "trap" for Brydon. It rep.a; 
resents aJJ that he rejected in Amerlca, a.rd it is"that "life" which must 
be "appaasedo" What he has put behind h:lm is ''his old unmastered self, . 
the past·he has believed fully rejected, the 'American :rate• with which 
' 
he has never come to terms. They have haunted h:im for years and now he 
detemines to. staJ k them down. n82 'When the "thing" Brydon hunts fi~ 
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tlll'llS on him, Mr •. Zabel states. -that the 11$nare" is met .. fimly by Brydon 
\ 
-------.e----------·-and 1:te "stiffens his n1199 · to -avoid retreat; however, .. -,--his--~'Wi±L-·-is-· broken----·~.~--....,, 
.. 
. . ' . -
·---- -•·····-· .................. ---·-- ..... ·------ .,. -- . -~- --------:· -
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···""' 
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down, and the final outcome is Brydon' s retreat from the ghost. James · 
. . Is~~ . - . ' 
has not ·written of the house .. as a "trap" o~ a "displeasure"_ to Brydon, 
but rather as one of the last pleasures he can hold onto in the modern 
. ... 
I• 
~· 
;l 
world • Mr. ~abel • s image does not hold up ~ a cl~~~ 9.xamiJUlt~~~ or , .... . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Spencer's attitudes toward the house, and thus, becomes tenuous. 
A brief comment 1· by Marius Bewley (1959) takes ~he opposite, , and. 
. 
' . 
more 1ogieal viewpoint toward the house. He interprets James as describ-
ing_ the house as being "elegant'' and Brydon as "cherishing his affection 
tor the house on the jolly corner,"83 a vie~ which fits the story more 
· · aceur~tely · than Mr·~ . Zabel' s .• "trap" and "snare." 
"The architecture of the Jolly Corner with its interesting multipli-
cation of doors"Sll, is 'Wb.at interests Charles Sanford (1961) in the house 
· as an image. These doors, which James makes note of several times, are 
contrasted :t,o "'h,rd faced' modern houses•• .. by Mr. Sanford as "symbols or 
the past. ,r~, Through the. use of the doors as symbols, he sees Spencer 
Brydon final J y passing through "the door of sexual love," which leads 
him to Alice. It is interesting to specu1ate on this theory, but again 
the image is only briefiy presented, and it fits more as a synibol of the 
past, as Mr. Sanford first suggested,., than as a "door" to love in the 
end. Also, the door is not held open, but blocked by the "ghost"· in the 
dramatic scene at the bottom of the stairs. -
Another incide~tal discussion of the house image is presented by 
William Freedman (1962), who connects i~ to Plato's "A.liegory or the 
Cave.'' He states that the house is "an analogue of the cave, ju.st as 
• 
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the ·over-whelmil:lg perception of the· monstrous seir·· ~hat- might have been . ' . 
•.' 
is, with the.necess"ar.fquillficatioris,····an ~ogue of·-the vision.of.thtt-· 
. 
' . 
. 
. 
Go®. 1185 Mr. Freedman d~es "not attempt a· full study of this relation- · · . 
. 
. 
' ,. 
ship-, but hi·s suggestive notes are interesting. It_ is t~fl th41;, c:[~e:,~---------- \-
' describes the rooms as "caverns" and that the.whole effect is one or an 
'· \. 
"apparit~onal''- ~rld. _ ~. -~~n. carrt.e~ the .theme furt4er. by_ relating .... ~-~--·-------· - · --· . - ··"tt --· . ··-. . . , . 
•';-:-· 
' ·. 
that the perception "takes place in· one or the 'upper- ~ooms;' ·it is a .-
~ Cu ~ 
, 
· 'vision,' 'niysti9.,' of an 'ineffable: identity,' and it brings him •to 
knowledge,' knowledge·Platonically defined as 'beality.'"86 Mr. Freedman 
. -
' 
.is careful to point 0111:, that he is not suggesting an aJ J egory of Plato, 
'l?ttt that the two present."similarities," as.well as "distinctions." 
ttThe _ vision is, after al J , or an aspect of Brydon' s self, not of eternal · 
Fol'm or Truth; it is, though it. brings h.bi to knowledge, monstrous rather 
than magnificent (though Plato·warns that there w.i.11 be a· shock of recog-
,, 
nition); and the perception is not, like the perception of the Good, an, . 
' J . 
end in itself, but a means - though a.very necessary means to a greater . 
. 
end (the diScoveey ~:r Alice Staverton)."87. · 
l ' 
Returning to ·a more conventional interpretation, Walter Wright (1962) 
discusses Brydon's "s·earch for his own identity" through the house on 
....... -
' 
"the · jolly corner-.'' He points o:ut tha.t James' s imagery . in discussing · 
Br.vdon's developnent_ of his awareness, "prepares vaguely for what is ·to·· 
come,'' and tliat tlu?ough the conversations between Alice and Spencer, 
"the.image or a haunted house.is.born.n88 Mr. Wright believes that 
Brydon's. movement toward "final~ revelation comes when "having begun as 1 . 
..... 
one man,.Brydon suddenly becomes.a second; that i"S, he sees himself as 
' . 
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the a°PPJritional world, an inca~cuable ·terror.'" 9 . This "dramatic de- . · ····~ 
I . tachment'' · 1eads Brydon to self-knowledge through introsiection. '?he 
' . 
sense tbat he is u slipping" comes from-- the realization that the world 
· and the self be has known are not u coun>lete reality,•• am -Mr • Wright 
' . .· 
w-·-·-------~--------.~ .. ---. ____ c_ ,-~~"states that 'it··1s·the ff·s·11l)pmg"··which brings h"itlrto·tbat which he ·seeks-;··----------f--;, ___ ~-
. " .i._ 
" 
Mr. Wright looks at the ''retreat" from the ghost 1n a _diftere~t light 
than B~ig did • He suggests that it ·1s at _ this point where Brydon loses 
. :~--·-"·.·,__;; .. · r-- • r 
, . ,· 
control 'of his rational self and becomes irrational. Brydon tries to 
' I 
I 
' ! 
' 'break t~\ spell" by oiening a vindov upstairs, but to no avail. "Only 
descent is :possible and James 's representation of the flight is both 
. ' 
\ . . 
• 11tera1:cy and, symboli'cally plausible. 1190 There is no control of reason 
as he descends, and tbe description· is one of "imagE!s and se~ations'
1 
which take on a reality of their own. The reader receives much the 
sane impression that Brydon does; images are -~hrust at him end then 
· shitt out of sight~ Mr. Wright believes tnat Janes 's pir-pose in using 
• I 
this device might be that "since Brydon bs quest is for himself, the 
ultinate symbolic suggestion is, of' cout'se, that he too, may be as phan-
tas1111l as what be looks upon .1191 Perba:PS Mr . Wright i's correct in this 
statement, for Brydon- is in a state of ·confusion; he does not know who 
he is, who he was, or who he would ha"re been. It takes the climac.tdc 
• ' 
I 
'. . 
scene at the foot of tbe stairs to resolve this for him .. 
' ' ~ ·-: 
. ----- - -- -- --- -...----
-------- -
I 
i'tJ 
.. ' 
MSX'Well Geismar (1963) -has also noticed James 1 s use of the w6ra. 
"monstrous" in the s'tory; however' he et tempts to ljnk the actions of 
-,.,, ........ . 
Spencer BrydQD with the actions of Henry James, which cannot be done_ 1D 
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Ht-. Geismar's way.· His belief is that Henri James voiced his ,r.Lsbes 
• • . ' ,i } -······-·-·· ··-----~--···- - --·--·-- ... . 
-·-···-··· . . - -- • . -· - ---· 
· through -s~ncer Brydort and., using-' the story. as his vehicle of expression,. 
-- . • ~ t1 - • 
he can enQompass both·worlds, Europe and America,.th~ough his "greedy 
ego." Because of James' s use of the word ''m.~ns.trous," :Mr. Geismar makes 
a _pointing . or. noting "how this insatiable f antas·ist . is increasingly 
'),. ···-:- "d· .a..:~ed • th th be t lik . ..1. 1 wh fi ... hi ima t , . 
... ~ .• ..:~ .. :, ... --•--.·----.. -•c»,•--...:·~-'---···~-.. --.. ---- ... -J.J' en:.\,J.J.-..L .. Y.L ... 8. as .. e_anJma .. -0. gures in .. S own. ge.ry. 0 _ ---····- ···-·· ---·----, --
' \ 
..... ~· 
·~: 
-··., 
• • .J • . ~ 
respectable, c~nfined leisure-class lii"ea"92 He then pursues this theory 
further by stating that it was ''the Jmnesian unconscious" whieh was behind 
the door in the upper room and that Beydon~s (James 0 s) discretion at not 
. 
racing what was t~ere/was typic~ of James 0 s renunciation· of 00all the 
·, 
great proJ,I49Dls and issues C?f lite: I mean of living. 1193 Mr. Geismar•S 
fault sin reading Henry James's life and problems into Spencer Brydon. 
H nry James was not Spencer Brydon. Mr. Geismar has .faJJen into the 
trap that others. hav$; he reads James•s fiction as autobiographica1 fact. 
James.;, admitted to using things he had: experienced · in his writing, but he . 
was·not raveaJjng his Freudian sub-conscious through his. stories, and it 
is just that point Mr. Geismar is so eriamoured with that he cannot see 
the f aJ J a.cies in such an interpretat:lon •. 
Fred Thomson's (1963) discussion of water imagery as a link to 
·~~) 
Brydon's pa.st has already been discussed, but it is interesting to note 
that he, too, believes ·the house is a "dominant metaphorical vehicle,~"-
. - litrl ch is "standing at a cross-roads and symbolizing, among other things, 
the mild of Brydon in his solitaey.exploration of the past to discover 
the man· he would ·have ~--,had he stayed home instead of electing a 
wanidring life abroad."94 He also compares the rooms of: the house am 
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_tbe search through them to a "patient" probing into his ndm.. The 1mage 
of tll,e "patie,nt" is carried out ~, the e1ritualistic tap or the stick· · 
~ • I • 
upon the black-and-white marble~squares or the haJJ. n9S To put himsel.t 
I 
,. . , I 
I 
i~ the right f~?e of mind, Brydon uses the same device nightly, ~ell_ 
-~ . . 
can then probe.and envision_wb.at it wtlJ. 
I .. 
..,. 
Krishna B. Vaid' s (1964) technica1 .. -~.approach to the· story is a more 
.. -~·- --- -·- !- . ' ' ' . .- ' ' 
conventional one. He points out how carefully James -has set down the 
) 
elements of the story, not always in .chronological.corder. James has 
..... , 
-planted ~e ·"actual nightmare" in Brydon•s mind long before ·he ever sees 
·-:-...... 
it. Mr. Vaid believes that "the 'act11aJ' ghost is but a symbolical 
.•bodim.ent of the phantom self he must exorcise,h9o-a ~elf that Mr. Vaid ·: 
feels is developed through-the rema1ning narrative. The "crucia1 stage" 
~ ~ 6 
in Brydon's search -comes when he reB.µzes that there has been a ••~rtial 
reversal of tbe roles" from being the hunter to the hunted. In Mr. 
Vaid' s analysis, tbi s point 0 is re·vealed by James through a change in the 
narrative "from ·a summary to a fully sustai"1ed scene. "97 He al~,Q points 
, . 
. , out that James is "clearly."f noticeable" as a presence in this scene, but 
J ' 
.... 
that the writing is done so skiJJf'nJJy that it does not mar the effect 
. . 
' 
at all. The confrontation with the closed door is not a descretion to 
J,fr. Vaid, but rather ''rationaJjzation of his ~rydon~~ fear," a }'.>oint 
. , . 
which he feels James carried out-by having Brydon return to the door, 
' 
' only to ·stQJ) before readhing it because of his fear. These actions 
. . 
reveal ~e "inconsistency of his @rydon'~ reasoning and his intense 
fear.of the lurldng presence. 1198 James, then, is setting the stage for 
the· final encounter, and he presents Brydon.in the "right" frame of mird 
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for this _happening by". revealing ~s intense tear, which has led him to .. 
• 
. ' .• 
t 
.. 
a frantic retreat. 
" 
Al J _of the critics stress the importance ... of the house in· the develop.. 
mentor the story, but their ·views on its meaning differ. The most 1og-
~~ 
. 
ical. interp~tations come fropi Matthiess~n, Honig, Anderson, Wright, and 
______ . __ ,·---··--------.·.--~--·--.,.~ __ Vaid, who in~rpi.:-et the house as a vehic1e for Brydon•s. search through 
> 
• 
• • • 
• - • ' • 
.. .-
,. 
i 
the. past. · The allegorical. interpretation by Freedman linking the cave 
.. 
imagery with Plato's a1Jegory is interesting, but inconclusive. Rogers's 
oo~cept ·or the house as a womb is too weak to survive a close reading, 
as is his autobiographica1 approach. Mr. Geismar stubbornly sticks-to 
his Freudian interpretation·or James's life, whi~ becomes forced in his 
interpretation. Sanford, 1, Bewley, and Thomson provide interesting 
'· 
coimnents on the significance or the house, but only point out one aspect 
of..tb.e image. ,~t again becomes evident that James has deve1oped the 
i~~gery to serve several purposes: the house is a link with the past, 
' 
_ ~-~ ... 7~ it is something that is cherished _by Brydon for its "values," and it is 
. 
. . ,_, j 
a vehicle for the search and the eventual revelation of the· "ghost" to ·· 
Beydon. ·rt is James~s skill in writing that enable9 all or these mean-·· 
ings to come through, and there is no doubt that the house served thi• 
purpo$e admirably.· 
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THE CONFRONTATION 
The final- section. of "The Jolly Corner" ·concerning the-· confrontation 
with the "ghost" is t"1,ly·' an artis't,ic culmination of de~cription·. The 
-- .. • T 
l l-·, 
.\ 
" .. ..: t 
. . 
--~.- -~ --·····•--U,.-·. ···-·----······· -· .. 'who1e -scene takes . place iri Spencer'; Brydon•·s mind, aha James is careful··~ .. ····· ·, 
. · .. , 
. ,, 
·• 
.-. •· 
~ ' 
• I 
... 
. ~ 
\: 
not to thtrude noticeably in this section. He is obviously- the narrator, 
but the tota1 effect is that ,;of being inside Brydon•s mind • 
, Jam.es h~~ set the scene for this shift into the mind by building up 
: ~, 
Brydon•s acoumulating 't8ars. As ~on becomes aware of the reversal, 
f ~. ,. . ;-
he loses control of the situation in· his conscious -mind, and when he 
. ' 
approaches the c1osed door with the "ghost" behind it, J~es reveals 
that Spencer has had "the lapse or certain ins~ants or concentrated con-. 
,. scious combat•• and that. he has felt like a ''man slipping and slipping 
on ·some awfu1 incline" (p. 565). At tlje ultimate projection. of his sub- · 
" 
" 
conscious, he ca.."'lllot aet because or his terror, which is so great "his 
n 
eyes almost 1eave their sockets" (p. 568). Again he lQses his conscious 
mind as he is planted in front of the door; upon his recovery of it, he 
credits his inaction to "discretion" and retreats to the other side of 
the house. · He .is in -·such terror at this point that he cannot be comforted 
by the vision of the city. The only relief afforded him is.in retreat, 
and as ha descends the stairs, his mind is gradually put at ease. His 
feeling ~f ease is a combination of being near escape, and being back in 
the familiar atmosphere of the past, "the marble squares of his child-
hood." 
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It is at this point that the· revelation··ot the imlge ~or "Fol'!:'1" cul-
- - . 
mi ......... Da'-"S• That it is a hallucination or pro.jection of his mind is made 
clear when James reveals it first as a /figure "screenedft-"witb' "a great . 
. 
--. 
-.,,,, 
grey glinimering margin," and then· S~ncer feels "it to be tald..ng the 
i 
• 
-- -----··· ·- __ ,. --·---~-----~--
very form toward which, !or so many day~, the passion or his curiosity 
. ' 
. or his mind?) , he sees the figure •now in the higher light, ,hard and 
acute" (p • .575). He takes the whole figure in, from duplicate dress to 
n 
"the grizzled bent head," the "lost two fingers"\ on the hands and the 
"hideous" -face. At the sight of this "apparition'' Spencer loses con-
sciousness, and the vision is gone • 
. .. ' 
- ·- . 
.. . ; 
Who or what is this Form? To Al.ice Staverton it is an .. -image 9t the 
* . 
·· real Spencer Brydon. . Spencer himself recognizes the ghost after Alice 
.. , 
-I-"';', 
. -..: 
. " 
points out their identical. images. If this is so cle&.r, .. why is ·there 
' 
so much critical confilct in interpretations of .the "ghost"? Perhaps 
it all stems £r01J1 .an original mis-reading or the story, or reading to.o _ 
" 
much into Ja.mes's intent. An examination or these interpretations reveals 
the problem, ·i 
•' 
~- F. o. Matthiessen _(1944) has id,ntified t~~ ghost'-1ts "n~ strariger" - · 
- ~ . to Spencer Brydon. .However, it is not because the ghost !!, Brydon,. but 
' ·'("" 
that he is "the man Brydon himself wo111d have become. through the tensions 
. .. 
or American life,"99 a statement which l!;~uldbe plausible but ror the 
fact that the ghost and Brydon look alike. If Brydon had ·been diffe~nt, · 
J 
it is not revealed in the "ghost," for he is actually only seeing himself 
. ~ . ' 
reaJjstically .for the first time. 
In contrast to Mattb:Jessen, Saul Rosenw:lg. (19'M,.) hold.a~• view that 
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Uthe ghost is. "obviously his. rejec~. selt. . Moreover, an ytjury ~ -the two 
lost ·fingers - here stands· in some relation to the .. fact that the life _. 
" ,... 
was not lived -or·· that, in other words, a- kind of psychological death had 
occurred. Finally, the injury and the rela~ed incompletion have entailed 
. -.. ' . 
' . 
· an untulfilled · love. "lOO Not only does·· the ghost relate ·to all .. these 
""" ' I' • er, 
' 
' . 
',f-..·.· :· 
{'" •, 
------- ... ., .... ---:--------. ~~---'•-a--~·---=c-ce c ···----tlrirlgs in ·Brya.on·•s. life' but·· to-- ·Mr-. Ros·enwig . it· is fiso symbolic of . .. -·- - . ' .... -- --- .·. 
' ' • ,J• • 
,>' 
.... 
. . 
·;. 
'I"•' 
i . 
I 
,. 
"'the return of the repre.ssed'" in James's mind. He b.elieves that Henry 
James suppressed the 91unli,ved.~ American life for all the.years he lived 
. . . 
in Europe, . and that. in th~ final third of his life, al 1 these ''buried 
J 
drives" were brought to the surface through the supernatural tales. Un- · 
.,, 
fortunately, Mr. Rosenwig has become so engrossed in his autobiographical 
Freudian interpretation that~ he misreads the story and ignores the lit-
erary value. The story was not concluded with the ghost as being sym".9 
bolic of that which 'Brydon ~ad rejected, or ·as·being r$presentative or 
untulfilled lov~, for Brydon recognizes himself and James leaves an 
assumption that Alice and :Brydon will re~ain intimate. Al.so, t)le auto-
', ~ ~ 
biographicaJ:. approach that Mr. Rosenwig utilizes is based.on his assumP-
. . . 
- tions that James's "wound" in his youth ~ad a great effect on his life. , 
This may be true, but Mr.-,..Rosenwig .. •s theories are based, not on fact, 
but on _possibilities, and they become tenuous when viewed in this light. 
\ . 
Clifton-Fadiman (1948) views Brydon and James as· the same character 
in his interpretation of the story. Using Rosenwig's analysis a~i, a 
. . / 
point of departure, Fadiman agrees with the interpretation of the story 
/J. 
as a "working out of the impulses of James•s own unlived life • ..IOl He, 
too, sees the ghost as "the self ·-Brydon-James had rejected." Mr·. Fadiman 
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·believes in this autq-psycho-analytical view· so strongly that he has 
inade it the prime factor in James's artistic achievement (''the very tact 
' 
' . that it is so unconscious is what makes it possible for .James to/·treat 
. . 
. ( 
his material artistically and with.seeming detaehment"),102 a statement 
which attributes too- much to the unconscious and too little to the con-
·, 
scious artist in James; 
.; . "'. ·'· .... , . 
i ~ 
' 
' The "Form" as the "might have been self" is developed in Fad.win 
.Hom.g's (19'+9)·app~oach to the tale. Since his whole.interpretation is 
based on .. the Dionys~s legend and the "•merciful fraud, '" one of the two, 
the ghost or Brydon, must be sacrificed; ·••either some disguise of the 
. total self or the subs.titute-agent is sacrificed, released or destroyed, 
as a less worthy victim in the act or reaching completed consciousness 
of self."lOJ ,To Honig, Brydon rids himself of the ghost-by rionfronting 
. 
him at the bottom of the stairs, "the scene of his earliest decision in 4 
. . . . -youth,"lO and the "black stranger" becomes the sacrifice so that Brydon 
may be "reborn." In order to fulfill Honig's re_quirements for -the Dion-
ysus legend, this th~o~ would be correct, but it ignores the fact that 
both Spencer and .Alice recognize its identity as Spencer's. Perhaps the 
,./ 
... ;;,-···" 
interpretation would be more acceptable·. if viewed as a point of new 
depart'\lre for Spencer and Alice, and in this way the past could be de-
stroyed or sacrificed. 
Another critic using the ~ght have be~n"'· as his interpretation of 
the ghost is F. W. Dupee (19.51). 4 He believes that the ghost is "the 
brut~ man of bu~iness" that would have developed from the :young Brydon 
had· he not fied to Europe. , Mr •. Dupee· views ·this "exorcism" of his alter 
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e'ge '1,y Brydon as a 11eans of 'freeing himself .to love. This .. •act ·of cour-
' . 
---- age" evid~:ntly comes at the right time to · Dupee, tor he · states that it 
. 
' 
"saves" both Brydon and Alice. Evidently he is saved from a life or 
' ' 
· . -
- 105 
"aPP,rehension" and will now have · a "fre,~----mind-.-- f~ 
i. 
.• Brydon•s recognition of-himself 
1
~is Miriam Allott•s (1953)· conc1usion 
~ , ., 
· -:-·-·--·-'.--'~<-:··--~-· .. :in her analysis of the· story. -She,·believes that the horror.of .the 
...... fl .• :~ ,,I 
. . 
. . 
• 
·~· -
"ghost's" aspect is James•s developnent or the· theme of. "violence-which 
. 
,, 
.. 
~ll•s · behind the golden display of' great possessions • .,l.06 . The "stark bru: 
_/ 
. 
. 
---·-···" ----. ., 
tality" of the fi~re and the ·crippled hand are indicative of 1;3rydon's 
struggle ·ror "easy money," a struggle that entailed an unknown degree or · 
"violence and passion." As brief as her interpretation is, Miss Allott 
has stated something aQout Brydon' s background that has been, ignored by· -
.r. 
. 
,· 
other critics; Brydon was leading as "hard" a life in Europe as he would · · 
·-:----have in America as a businessman. There is no reason 1dl.~ he would not 
;- ,c. 
be "i,avaged" by these experi~nces as well,}iS by a competitive busin,ss 
. 
experience; and thus James's ortginal wo1'4s _identitying the "ghost". and 
I • 
Brydon as one ,f1'1 the same receive t}i41rl.r proper Meaning. , 
' 
~ autobiographical·approach is taken by Ison Fnel (195.3), who links 
the story to a chjJdh.ood dream James had concerning his· routing or a 
' ' 
· ghost in the Galerie d'Apollon. !'~. Fdel's t,~e<?r.r is that James•s comments 
about the story in his notebooks are inaccurate, for the ghost won.over 
. 
. 
~ . -
•
1 Brydon.. TeohnicaJ 1 y, it is Brydon who overwhelms the ghost · and banishes 
_,, 
. . 
it, even though Brydon· himse]! swoons when he·racognizes the appearance. 
:&iel also implies that through Brydon,·James was revealing his rear or 
·"the sense of the past." Although James stated that he "cherished" the 
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" r· I ," • old, Fdel .·believes · that this cherishing "was also a merging of · the philtres .-. . -
~ 
. 
. 
C 
of love and fear. The past could inspire and it could also rl"ighteii • .;J.O? 
.. 
_~ ___ (Fdel .. .does state in his introduction to his collection of· James• s short 
stories that. the "ghost" is Spencer Brydon "e. a!, might have.Deentf .)198 
Maurice Beebe (19.54) has refuted Saul Ros_envng0 s analysis_ adm:i.rably 
. '-
-· ---·-- . --- ... -- -·- ..•. ,-- ... ". --~ -~ - '•·· -·· -··-·-··--·· .. ~ .. ·····7·----· _______ , ________ ..:_: __ ·-----~-; - - -- ·-in .,his- discussi·on of Henry James ·as an· artist~ · He has first re~ealed the_ 
, " 
· untenable aspects of Rosenwig.' s conclusions and then dis cussed them in 
' 
-
r .. . ' 
rela~ion to "The Jolly Corner." Three of his main arguments are that 
~ames's injury as a young man was not the cause "of James's detachment 
·c ,'·· ' 
. or of his decision to become a W?'iter''; that it did ·not cause him "regret~" .. 
but rather "relief''; and that "James never repudiated the attitude of 
\,... 4etachment,•.l09 as Mr. &senwig implied in his anaJ..vsis •. Beebe also states 
• 
·- . . :'' 
~,- 'i ' 
--- - --
- ~-- ·------ - --- --------
.. 
.. 
that James even forgot the date of his injury later and that ''he had come 
to grips with it..U.0 instead of repressing it, only for it to appear in 
· later writings as Mr. Rosenwig believes. Finally, Mra Beebe concludes 
that the alter-ego and Brydon are within the same person, meaning that 
"Brydon is both the detached and passive observer and the aggressive 
' 
' 
. i. --participant, ,.m making' the· co)'.lfrontation then merely a device for recon-. 
. 9 
ailing the two aspects of himself. In viewing the "ghost," Mr. Beebe 
' 
. • 
. 
.tJ 
·11otes that 'the emphasis on the vision is an im.J)Ortant aspect or the . 
" . ~ 
. 
artist, "the eyes that see, the hand that writes • .,112 The ghost, then, 
. represents the "non-artist" side to Mr. Beebe, but that side is as impor-
0 
. -
" tant in making up Spencer Brydon•s persona]ity as is the artist· side or ·· 
.. 
b:im. , 
... 
Robert Rogers (19.56) believes that Saul ·Rosenwig' s interpretation 
' •• l 
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is so "rich" ·in suggestion, that he must "'continue.·its exploration into 
-
-- ---· . 
the "neurotic patterns which Henry James wove into the fabric of-his 
art.nllJ If Mr. Rosenwig emphasized the sexual aspects of the story 
-
. ,\ 
too much., Mr. Rogers· has· gone to an extreme in discovering semal im.pli-
. c•tions. His view of the ''beast". in the doorway is a masctiline within 
, . ·_) ·:Z\l . , 1 
·· -· a -feminine symbol j" ·which. apR9arS to be .. · the~~basis ··Of" his · whole· inter-·· " 
pretation ... that Brydon"is using the house as an outlet for his sexual 
-~_,.y,repres·sion. · Rog$rs poin~. out the phallic symbols of the candles, the .. · 
keys andc. the doors (.••apertures"). With these symbols and the conception · 
of the return to the house as a return to the womb or mother, Rogers 
completes his analysis by viewing the. ghost as the real Brydon, who re-
gresses to "a childish dependence on the mother" after seeing himself in 
reality. _ Rogers also notes that the doubl~ eyeglass is ''a concrete 
symbol"_ of castration and further links this to Henry James. Mr. Rogers 
believes that "James was haunted by the beast because in the Oedipus sit-
uation he identified himself with his father in an unsatisfactory way, 
became helplessly fixated on his mother in such a manner as to inhibitl 
normal sexual drive the.tremendous energy of ~ch was channeled into 
possessing his mother in the phantasy of his w:riting since ~e could not 
possess her in reaJity."114· No further com.ant on Mr. Rogers's analysis 
is needed unless it is that he really should have read Mr. Beebe's refu-
tation of Saul Rose~wig before amplifying his interpretation. 
A more literary interpretation is made by F1oyd Stovall (19·57), who 
{ 
believes that the ghost-alter ego is Spencer Brydon as he ''might have 
. - ~ ~ . 
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.. _._.--.;.., . -. 
k 
' . 
- --·; f 
be'en if he had remained in New York,'' but that ~:q.e ___ ,apparition is Brydon , 
' ·. " . 
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. "as he· actua.11y is ... ns Stova]J•·s interpretatiOn-iS based on a combat . 
.. 
- -~ --· - -- - - - - ~- '--;'····-· - ··-·' . 
- ' 
. 
. 
. between a double ·consciousness of the "actual self" and the "ghostly 
;, ' .self."· The wole nightmarish scene is read as a hallucination by Mr. 
. . . Sto~aJJ, but· it is a halltioinatio~ which is extremely important in inter-
't._,, 
preting the character and actions of Spencer Brydon. The separation of 
------:~----·c:··-----····::·"·---cy,----:---·--·- -_---- consc_iousriess through the iwo "selfs" becomes a self which does not. really 
. exist 'and which is never seen .(the ghost), and a self which has existed 
and is seen, even if only in an haJ.lucination (the apparition.) Mr. . . 
" .,.:,.__ . 
Stovall views Beydon's rejection of the.ghost being his true self as "the· 
cOnfused projection of his double consciousness,nll6 which misleads him, 
& 
..:. } especially in the case of the eyeglasses. The·rest or the figure· - the 
fi~ers; clothes and face - are recognized as too hideously belonging.to 
"· him, and Brydon becomes ~ightened at what he sees. Mr. Stova]J concludes 
his interpretation by using Alice as a form of interpreter for Brydon. 
Th.rough her words he "sees" what he is, which coincides with Mr. Stoval]'s 
point that Brydon has been ''blind'' to the true state of things up to this 
time, and that now he has clear vision. "There are then three 'selves' 
in t.b.e story: the real self that is released by Al.ice's love, the self 
she has believed in throughout; the false self -that_ for1··thirty-three years 
-has overlaid Brydon's true self' and caused him to refuse to acknowledge 
't 
~) 
his love for Alice; and the self that might have been had he never left· 
---~...-....---,.--------"-
' 
, 
-·-I New York, which is t~e ghost of_ .. the back rooms on the fourth noor of the · _ ... _ 
". __ ....,. __ . 
, house ~n the jol1y corner • .;tl.7 Mr. Stovall has very neatly tied up all 
the ends in the story, but his suggestion that ,there is stjJJ a "ghost" 
i' 
~ in the back rooms of the house does not fit James's story. James does 
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not 1et -the -reader t!Q.nk that there ~ still a ghqst lert iri---tlie .. \l~use 
after the final confrontation. ' . . . Rather, he concludes the·story decisively 
with the encounter at the doorway and implies that the-house has been 
freed from all "ghosts'' - past; present or future. · 
. . . -· •·· ~ 
,,.,._ 
f;"!·-~,, -"i.··-~f·:'.1.?-:.~:···::"-:-: ·=~·~:,:{;.:__!·:· :: 
j . 
, To Qu8ntinAnderson (195?) Spencer Brydon discovers "what,;::: has,- \ 
been" in ·the ghost·, sq· that lie is· --tree- t-o- re-c::-ognize· AJ±cre · St-averton• s · .. _. · ··-·--· -- ··--- -
· love for hjm. Mr. Anderson ties this into Alice Staverton•.s dream, -which 
~~- says acts as a negation of the ghost, with Al.ice replacing it for Spen-
.· , 
-
cer. Through thi~ process, Spencer is able to _accept her love in.place 
of a love of himself or life that he has lived. Through the stre_ngth or 
.~Alice's love, Brydon has been taken ''back a third of. a century and (has_· 
had) given b:i.m an actua]. second chance";118 be is now able to beconie "the 
inheritor or the hOuse or life, delightedly dependent on rostering love • ..U9. 
This is not too n.r astray -in ·analysis, but it suits the tale better to 
\j 
·view Alice as merely. dreaming the same thing that Spencer· was "viewing" 
because of.her strong powers of divination and her intimate knowledge of 
,,· 
Brydon's wishes and f~ars. She do~s not replace the ghost so much as· ex-
-
plain it to Brydon to help him come to·self-knowledge. 
A brief mentio~ by Morton Zabel (1958) in bis introduction to an 
• ·;,. IS 
anthology or tales. by James places the ghost in the role of ''might have 
. . 
been." Zabel in~rprets ·Brydon as a man who has a divided mind "that 
makes him fear equaJ_Jy what h,e has becom~ in Eu.rope and ·what' he might 
"'·.. ' / ' ., 
· _ have becom<:l had he remaiil8d f n Ame~ica. n120 The search through the house 
~ \ 
· has been _an eff~i-t by Brydon to come to terms with his reject~ self, and 
- . 
the confrontation is the cl1max_ of 1this search. , Zabel notes that it iJS 
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· not Spencer-who reaJ:lzes- the -·meaning of the confrontation, but Alice, ~ 
through her love he is "released froin selt-regud for ]ife am··-rove at ~' 
·"-,. 
'..-last. ,,121 ----
- --· ·, '·,._ 
, 
' 
Christof Wegelin's autobiographical approach (19.58) ·relates··the~ 
. story to what he caJJs ''James's refusal to oppose one cultural ~value to 
. . 
• 
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Through this interpretation he views the ghost.as "the man Brydon would ~ 
. .. ' 
' 
have been had he stayed in Am.erica, 1.12'.°i but he points out th.at it is the · 
~-···· 
Europeanized Brydon that Alice Staverton is charmed by. Mr\ We·gelin ne·g-
•· •.• '1tl 
lects to mention that iliee states that she wouJd have liked Brydon i_n 
arry form, and it is not necessarily the "European Brydon" she likes, but 
the Brydon she has known for years - before, during and after his night , 
to Europe. 
_ In _agreement with the idea of the ghost as the 1'wonJd have been" is 
Marius Bewley (1959). Mr." Bewley:: views the story as "one of James's ·'eco-
nomic' stories," and in ~slight he believes the alter ego to be "the 
symbol 0£ that age in Ameriea.•tl24 that is sinister because it deals with 
money am greed. S.ince Mr. Bewley interprets the story as "anti-American,• 
·tbis symbolism wo11Jd fit the "ghost's" image; however, the story is not 
so much anti-American as it is a study of one man°s problems and the even-
tual resolution of them. Again, there 1·s a ·problem in reading, especially 
,J 
' 
·1n the last dialogue, that· Mr. Bewley has failed to note, ·establishing 
. 
h ~ 
•J 
. the ghost and Brydon as the s~e person. I> 
....... ___ / 
I) 
. ~other adv~cate of the ''might have been" is <llarles Sanford (1961), 
who points out that both Spencer and the ghost h~ve_ had ··a "rava~ng 
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exP,rience," ·but ·that· the --ghost has. "fallen frem grace". and Spencer. has ~ 
,. ...... • .• , .. • • • 'I 
, ........ . 
. • 'ts, 
·not. _"Or if he has,. he has succeeded in regaining. paradise on a higher · 
• 
("':-- - -_-,:,. ~ . 
..• ... 
. .. 
·, .. 
./ 
....... 
' I ••• I level_ of awareness, ··has achieved through the death ·or .the s·tranger a re-, . ., 
. 
birth~- ,125 Sanford, too, sees the, "black stranger". as a symbol or the 
< modem America that bothered James. Mr. S~ord has the same problem 
____ as Mr •. Bewley in reading, with his excsption of noting that the ·ghost··· ···- ...... -- •. '·. -.:...- .. . . ?\ . 
-----;,.uf--Br,tfon- ha.VS-both- .haci -"ra vagi?lg exp8riences-." -rt- ~ns· ~ ~ tact 
though, that the two are identical m. th the exception of the glasses , 
and .that Brydon comes to recognition, not necessariljr to rebirth through · 
____ ..,-
destrnction of innocence as to ~painful knowledg~.n 
William Freedman (1962) a1so interprets the ghost as "the might have 
been," but he believes that Spencer Brydon comes to a "self-knowledge" 
through his cqnfrontation and· discovers that that lmowledge is ''having 
Al.ice and being himself - as he is • ..126 Mr. Freedman's conclusion is 
correct, but if Spencer accepts himself "as he is," and he also admits 
kto the ghost's identity as "his," then the .. ghost cannot· ... :possibly be . "the 
might,have been" for Brydon or the read.er. 
•. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
.: 
/ Dorothel Krook (1962) does not mention what" the ghost is, but she 
//' 
does offer- an interpretation for the closef'/of the story. She states that 
Spencer "vanquishes" the ghost, after his encounter (which is correct _tech-, . 
nicaJJy) and that "the work of redemption begun by his (Brydon's) own· 
courage in pursuing it and in the end meeting it face to face (this last 
act, one may s~ppose, a figuring of the catyclysmic movement of jJJ11mi-
nation in the ques~ .. ror self-knowledge) is completed by the love proffered. 
to·h1m by the woman whose faith in hjm through the years has been steadfast 
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• as it was ~lligent.nl27 This interpre't~tion seems more thaD sensib1e, 
· .and fits the story better than.most of the views offered up·to this point. 
Sjm1lar_ to. ~ss Krook's interpretation is Walter F.'i Wright's (1962) 
. w.:~. 
view or the story. Mr. Wright correctly observes that Brydon wo11Jd not 
I 
conceiv~·-ofAb1mself as being anything but °'im~ressive'' and "dignified," 
,..... ~ch at first the ghost appears -to be.· --"But, of ·course--·he ·caJlll()t adm:i t · . ······--'ft--···--·----.-~:-,···~·--~ -. -···-· .... . • . 
.t 
· that he has misused his life, ,il-28 and · so is horrified when the figure 
"unmasks" himself and Brydon perceives ~hat two fingers are mi~sing. 
" 
"What was unsuspected as Brydon wandered -- about in Eu.rope an:l then cecame 
recognized as a latent possibility is.now seen for mat it is, a part or ~ ~ 
Brydon's very nature. "l29 Mr,. Wright comes to the heart of the matter . ~ 
with this statement and then notes· correctly that James had to create a 
,. 
"transformation" to end the story. · This is achieved through Brydon's 
. recovery on the stairs and Alice Staverton's conversation. As he· states, 
-~ "they both lmow that the man who n~w, · tor the first ti me, has ad.mi t ted 
" 
, 
I • 
his need of her love will always-be in part both men, and Brydon must 
live Jth·that f'act."lJO So, as Mr. Wright has succinctly pointed out, 
Brydon does not,come back to his original "form," but to a man who is-JP 
aware of what he is capable of and finally is. 
Maxwell GeiSlrlar1 s Freudian-autobiographical interpretation (1963) 
. 
' links the whole story olosely.with Henry James, the man, instead of _ 
. . 
· Spencer Brydon, ~he protago~st~ He identifies the ~host first in the 
scene upsta.l:-rs. At this point,.in the story Geismar stat~s that the ''prey" 
" ~- behind the closed door is none other than "the Jamesian uncons9ious;" 
,, 
·ldrl.ch is linked to the apparition Henry James viewed in a nightmare as a I 
-· .. ,,..-·.:.., 
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youth. Geismar believes that behind the door is the· ~real author,_ writer 
-~-,·1 
and creat,or_that James refused to recognize in .himself. The "ghost" is 
capable of viewing aJJ of }jfe and living i~; whereas James, according· 
to Geismar,. is incapable of:doing t};>.ese things. Upon viewing the figure 
,:, .!· • ,· 
• _ _1•' '. ' 
:- ' 
• 
at the bottom of the_stairs, which Geismar_caJ]s the "inhibited Jamesian 
... _..- .. 
··
11d·'" Spencer faints ... Geismar attributes this and the recovery scene to· ...... . 
James's refusal to recognize the dark,'. hidden side of hjmself and charges 
., 
that James covers up his "self-portrait" by "the 'false' (that is to say, 
·the conscious) ending of the story.ul.3l Through Alice's statement that 
~-~ 
the ghost ''might have been" Spencer if he had remained in Ame~ica, Geismar 
• believes that James is covering up the truth and reveaJing his "repressed 
late-Victorian" attitude towards art. It is hard\to follow Mr. Geismar's 
interpretation because he1strays from the story to establish a link with 
. 
, 
James's lire. He also ignores Spencer's st~tements revealing that the 
ghost is himself, and thus, in interpretation is incomp1ete. 
-
-
A more logical and sensible approach to._the story has been taken by 
'• Krishna B. Vaid (196~)~ Mr. Vaid's interpretation is based Qn the story, 
not on· autobiographical. data that may or may not be re1evant. Mr. Vaid 
\ 
establjshes the vision as being "his might have been past," but he also 
• 
notes that-Brydon "ha~ been reassured about what he has been to the 
extent of.virtual rejuvenation. 11132 In this light, Bey.don is seen as 
dispeJJjng his "undesirabl~·self" through the confrontation, and achi~v-
.• 
• 
ing "serenity of ?ertitude." With Alic~ Staverton's arriva1 on.the scene, 
Brydon is "rebo~, and the sweetest fruit of this rebirth is the consum-
mation of his love for Alice Staverton. ,.133 · Mr. Vaid believes that the 
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~ "moral" of the tale is obviously that "it ih,e stoii\ does. not . celebrate 
. 
the repudiation of the unfulfilled possibiljties 0£ one's past, but o111y ·· 
or c_er1;ain kinds or unfnJfill.ed possibiliti~s • ..i~ __ 're> amplify Vaid's 
argument, the ghost is vanquished,·butywith Spencer's realization that 
it was indeed a vision of bi ms elf and that he is now free to. do as he 
' pleases, since he has come to a full realization of himself and his_ pos~ .... _._:-·- .. ·~·<:J-:·-·-~ . _ . _ 
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~ . sibilities, for now and ~~ rut~~ 
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In reading John Clair's interpretation of the ·story_ (1965), it -is 
hard to"believe that he could conjure up such a fantastic view. He has 
1: ) 
carried the ··interpretation to its µmits by piecing together little rrag-,_ 
ments of the story, and ultimately concluding that the whole thing was 
; 
staged by Alice Staverton so that she could win Brydon as her husband. 
It is one thing to explore, but it is quite something e~se to read an 
unbelievable plot into the story, which is precisely what Clair does. 
It was noted in an earlier _chapter that Clair's whole-argument is based. 
on his interpretatic;,n of-Alice as a deceiver, whioh does not~hold up m:der 
~ 
careful study of James•s descriptions or her. In the confrontation, then, 
Clair states that the ·ghost is "a real agent who aids\~n the trickery 
against Pantaloon. ,,135 In order for this interpretation to appear va-J id, 
V . 
that .Alice arrives at the house early, .for 
which he gives the following reason: "Furthermore, the time ·scheme does 
permit the view that 'Harlequin' failing of his original objective - to 
.-- · ~rise . Brydon in the upper stories - did not encounter him until morn-• • 
, 
• . 'JI 
ing; Alice then, -having had no word from her accomplice, hurried to the 
,. 
h~use later in the morning to learn of the outcome."136 This whole 
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interpretat~on is ·implausible for two _reasonsa first, Mr. -)Cl.air· has · 4 
l 
"obscllr8d the basic dramatic confiict" himself' and ~~cord., ·he has taken' 
· fragments to piece together hi·s interpretat,ion instead of looking at the. 
' ~ 
,story as a whole •. 
Earl Rovit's search (1965) for a 'new meaning to the story has led 
·him to conclude that the story is a three-part allegory. First he es~. 
''" - . ·---·· .. ··::'.:..__ 
• 
. 
-- . --- ... - ·'··· -- .. ...,, .,,-.. ; ·""'"' ·-· ··- -- '·-···:-··--' ,...,,.:-.,---.,.~ .. -- -- -.-. ',,,.,.. ' .. . ... , ..... 
tablishes th~t th~ alter egg, is ''what Spencer Brydon might have· been or 
11 
actua1ly had_ been_, 1113? and then he places Alice Staverton in the story 
as "a th'-rd part~ of a single ~otal consciousness" representing "the c·on-· 
-
--
science, the integrating spirit, the principle of ~ivine love which makes 
. selfhood possible in the fullest sense. ttl3B To · carry out this interpre~ 
• • 
• tation more fu]J.y, Mr. Rovit uses a ~quasi·-psychoanalytical" approach. 
· i He refers to Brydon's rebelJion against his father and concludes that 
-"Br.vdon is involved in an exhumation ~fj"he corpse of bi-mself and :of hi~ 
.. 
' ... 
,I. 
-~'i 
,,.- \ 
rather· as well, since the a.ltt=g: !>~ is both what he might have been and 
\ 
' . 
was not, the what he had actually 'become without ·realjzing it, and the 
slaughtered progenitor of what he ultimately became."139 Not only does 
the alter ego_act as all the·above mentioned things, but it is also·the 
"slaughtered father (ineffectually castrated by the son) and an image or 
Brydon•s Own trunCated development. n140 , To complete his "three part•i ·· .r 
allegory, Rovit places Alice in the role-or "the restored.mother" who 
integrates the "spirit of past and present" and helps Brydon to "disen-
i.J,: 
gage". h~self from his "guilt" ·~and his "selfhood." "On one level of 
allegory, the 'mother' intercedes:. with the ·wou~ed 'father' that the so11 
' J 
.. 
. may live •. On a· differ.ant allegorical key, the spirit (•conscience,' 
'divine love•) is able to accept and absorb the raw thrust or matter 
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· ( 11ust,-• 'greed9' 'justice'), and the tOtal SpenCer Bryd0~··:1.s ref0rmed ( 
into a unitary who1e. 11141 Mr. Rov1t•s fa.ult li~s in attempting to use .. 
-~~ ev~ry possible interpretation and link it to ths storyc Ir James meant·. 
' b 
-the _ghost to be aJJ the things Mro Rovit_ Tdshes it to be, he certainly-
-wo,,Jd have placed more emphasis- on background information concerning 
.,. .-
__ ____ s- .. , •• _____ : ;:·::_ ... -.-~- __ ,____ _ _ ___ :13,~~;n. ~s _ it is,_ h~ _ has ----~ ven -~he ~~~~r . ju~t __ enQ~gh inf or.ma ti on.,. and -
turned his literary skills to what he ·considered most important - · Spencer -
I' 
Brydon as a character with· a conflict, and the rea11 zation of that con- · 
fiict. 
·F:!.nally, s. Gorley Plitt (1966) has attempted an interpretation or 
_"(.... ... .-~- . 
the story, which is -not new in point ·Qf view. He- ~ees the ghost as ~1m.at 
. . . 
Spencer ''might have becomee" He then states that the recovery scene is 
linked to ·Henry James's past, primarily through the missing fingers, 
,that Mr. Putt believes are "an instance of long-forgotten castration-
- 142 . · 
complex." He refers to James•s lack of involvement in_American life 
as the result of fearing that the castration would be the price of "full 
involvement-." Mr. Putt is vague in his comments, and he miss-es James's 
carerul. ree()ffling of Brydon's statement th~t his fingers were al&?o miss-
ing.- -Thus· Putt's statement· that "Brydon is reprieved: he has Alice, 
he is not a. hideous billionaire - and he has not lost his fingersn143 is t . 
inaccurate and makes the.interpretation tenuous._ 
After reviewing the criticis111 centering upon the confrontation, it · · 
' 
... --· 
" . 
< 
becomes obvious that.m.a.ny critics have not read the story oa~fully, or 
have trifld to fit the story to their idea of what it could be. The ma-
jority of them view the ghost as what Spencer might have been, but there 
are~ few who have looked again and noticed that Spencer ard the ghost 
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.. \ 
·· ~ the same (AJJott, stovaJl, Anderson and Wright)~ . Perhaps if ··more 
•.•• J" 
.. 
9Jlphasis were given to interpreting the stories as" stories, and not as 
~-
J•es•s hidden re.a.rs or neuroses, the criticism would be~~more sensib1e. 
,-.. ~ 
Thi~ is not to say that the writer does not reflect himself in his wri ~-
. .. fi . . ·. . ''j;;\. . 
ing, but rather that the writing should stand by itself · in interpretation, 
----
•• ...... -- - • ·---'" .... ~ ... .,_, •• , •• ,.-.. -- .~·- -p - -·· • --- • • •••• -·. - ' • • •• ;.*'-' - __ _, .. 
which is what James advocated in his discussions or literature. 
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Susan Linda MeGinty, daughter of Anne a.rd Paul Sievert, was born 
November 7, 1941 in Chicago, UJinois. After graduating from Oak Park -
River Forest High School in 1959, she attend~ the University of Idaho, 
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Moscow, Ida.ho, where she,-,-received a B. s. (Fd.) in 1963. For the next 
four years she taught at the secondary level in.Idaho. In 1967 she 
attended Lehigh University as a University Scholar in English and com-
" pleted the required course work for a Master of Arts degree. During 
1968-69 she was a member of the English department at Sterling College, 
Sterling, Kansas a.rd completed the thesis. She graduated in Cctober, 
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